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SUBJECT:    Proposed Service Changes-FY 2016 

 

ELECTION DISTRICTS: Countywide 

 

STAFF CONTACTS: Kathleen Leidich, Transportation and Capital Infrastructure 

Paul Mounier, Transportation and Capital Infrastructure 

 Joe Kroboth, Transportation and Capital Infrastructure 

 

PURPOSE:  To provide the Board of Supervisors (Board) information on the proposed bus service 

changes to be implemented in July 2015. 

 

 

BACKGROUND:  The 2011 Transit Development Plan (TDP), endorsed by the Board on 

November 2, 2011 (9-0) and the 2013 Transit Management Analysis Report, endorsed by the 

Board on December 4, 2013 (8-0-1, Delgaudio absent), made recommendations for the expansion 

of transit service in FY 2016.  Staff included the funding for this service expansion in the FY 2016 

transit budget and will implement the new services starting July 1, 2015.  In addition, during the 

FY 2016 budget work sessions, the Board directed staff to add late night trips from Wiehle-Reston 

East Metro station and develop a “stop-gap” plan to provide service to the Dulles Town Center 

and East Gate Park and Ride lots until the previously ordered transit buses for this purpose arrive 

in late FY 2016.  The Board increased funding for the FY 2016 transit program by $1.0 million, 

so that a stop-gap service plan could be developed. 

 

Providing the stop-gap service is necessary because there is a lack of vehicles available to provide 

service.  There are five transit buses currently on order that are programmed to provide service to 

Wiehle-Reston East Metro station from the Dulles Town Center  and East Gate park and ride lots.  

The buses were ordered in September 2014, and are expected to be delivered in April 2016. 

Following arrival, buses typically require 30-60 days preparation time before they can be put into 

service.  Funding for the purchase of four additional buses was awarded by the Northern Virginia 

Transportation Authority in April 2015.  These buses are not anticipated to be received until 

approximately January 2017.   

 

The Board asked Staff to consider additional services to connect from the Leesburg Park and Ride 

to Wiehle-Reston East Metro station and from the Telos Park and Ride to the Wiehle-Reston East 

Metro station.  Staff was also asked to consider enhancing routes on the Potomac Falls service.   
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The services that are recommended in the Transit Development Plan (TDP) will help guide the 

composition of the future bus fleet and future bus purchases.  It is anticipated that there will be 

increased demand for new Metro Connection bus service when Silver Line Phase II is complete. 

Additional buses will be needed to provide this service.  Because of the long lead time, buses will 

need to be ordered in FY 2016 if the Board desires to address this anticipated service demand in 

time before Silver Line Phase II begins revenue service in the County. 

 

SERVICE CHANGES:  Staff has developed the following service plan based on the TDP and 

Board direction during the FY 2016 Budget Work session discussion: 

 

TDP Recommendations for FY 2016: 

The Transit Management Analysis report recommends new Saturday service on the Route 70: 7 to 

7 on 7 and Route 82, Sterling Connector.  The study also recommends a new Saturday route, Route 

87X, Dulles Town Center – Wiehle, providing direct service from the Dulles Town Center Park 

and Ride to Wiehle-Reston East Metro.  The routes will be scheduled to meet at the Dulles Town 

Center Park and Ride allowing for transfers between the services.   

 

Route 70:  New Saturday Service; Span:  All day1; Headway:  60 minutes.  

The service will use the weekday alignment, modified to stop at the Shenandoah building and 

remove service on the GWU campus.  Service will have a one-hour headway - schedule 

adjustments will be made to meet Route 57 at the Shenandoah building and Route 82 and Route 

87X at the Dulles Town Center. 

 

Route 82:  New Saturday Service; Span:  All day; Headway: 60 minutes. 

New service uses weekday route alignment – schedule adjustments will be made to meet Route 70 

and Route 87X at the Dulles Town Center. 

 

Route 87X:  New Saturday Service; Span:  All day; Headway: 20 minutes. 

Provides direct trips to Wiehle-Reston East – schedule will be made to meet Route 70 and Route 

82 at the Dulles Town Center. 

 

FY 2016 Additional Service Enhancements Requested by the Board: 

During the budget work sessions, the Board requested several additional changes to the bus service 

that included new services to the Wiehle-Reston East Metro station.  There is limited bus bay space 

at the Wiehle-Reston East Metro station, therefore, modifications will need to be made to free up 

space to allow additional trips using the limited number of available bus bays.   

 

When the Wiehle-Reston East Metro station opened, there was an effort to re-direct services that 

went to West Falls Church Metro station to the Wiehle-Reston East Metro station.  Due to public 

comment and limited equipment, some trips to West Falls Church initially remained in service.  

On February 2, 2015, modifications were made to the Potomac Falls Service eliminating all trips 

                                                 
1 All day service starts in the morning and provides service through mid-day, typically until early evening.  Exact 

timings are determined when the service is scheduled. 
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to West Falls Church and directing all the trips to Wiehle-Reston East Metro station.  There are 

currently 18 trips daily from Potomac Falls to Wiehle-Reston East Metro station. 

In 2011, the Tysons Express Service was introduced as a strategy of Phase I of the Dulles Rail 

Project’s Transportation Management Program (TMP).  This service was designed to be a 

temporary service to reduce traffic congestion through and around the Tysons Corner area while 

rail was under construction.  The service was 100 percent funded by the rail project until 

construction was completed in late July 2014.  Once construction was completed, the agreement 

was to eliminate the Tysons Service and absorb the four MCI coaches into the existing Loudoun 

County commuter bus fleet.  

While this is a popular service, it was slated for elimination when the funding from the TMP was 

eliminated.  The expanded service plan, including changes to the Potomac Falls service and the 

expanded service to Wiehle-Reston East from Broadlands, Goose Creek, Harmony and Leesburg, 

hinge on the elimination of the Tysons Service. 

Many Potomac Falls riders have indicated they prefer taking the bus to the West Falls Church 

Metro station over taking the bus to the Wiehle-Reston East Metro station.  Potomac Falls riders 

have also requested long-haul service to Washington D.C.  To free bays at the Wiehle-Reston East 

Metro Station, staff is proposing an expanded service plan that includes shuffling equipment and 

services to free up bus bays at the Wiehle-Reston East Metro station.  A map of all proposed 

service changes is provided as Attachment 1. 

 

 Route 84: New Weekday Service 

Add one trip starting at 7:30 p.m. from Wiehle-Reston East to Dulles Town Center  

 

 Route 87X:  New Weekday Service; Span:  Peak Period2; Headway:  25 minutes  

A new route providing direct trips from Dulles Town Center to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Loudoun Station/Dulles North Transit Center:  New Weekday Service 

Add one trip starting at 8:45 p.m. 

 

 East Gate: New Weekday Service Span:  Peak Period; Headway:  30 minutes 

A new route providing direct trips from Eastgate Park and Ride to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Telos: New Weekday Service; Span:  Peak Period; Headway:  50 minutes 

A new route providing direct trips from Telos to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Goose Creek:  Eliminate Service 

Eliminate trips to Tysons 

 

                                                 
2 Peak period span of service provides trips in the “rush hour”, typically 5a.m. to approximately 9a.m and 4p.m. to 

approximately 8p.m.  Exact timings are determined when service is scheduled. 
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 Goose Creek:  New Weekday Service 

Add trips to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Broadlands: Eliminate Service 

Eliminate trips to Tysons 

 

 Broadlands: New Weekday Service; Span: Peak Period; Headway:  30 minutes 

Add trips to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Leesburg: Eliminate Service 

Eliminate trips to Tysons 

 

 Leesburg: New Weekday Service; Span:  Peak Period; Headway:  30 minutes 

Add trips to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Harmony: Eliminate Service 

Eliminate trips to Tysons 

 

 Harmony: New Weekday Service; Span:  Peak Period; Headway:  30 minutes 

Add trips to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Potomac Falls Line: Eliminate Service 

Eliminate trips to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

 Potomac Falls Line: New Weekday Service; Span: Peak Period; Headway: TBA 

Add trips to West Fall Church Metro 

 

 Potomac Falls Line: New Weekday Service; Span: Peak Period; Headway: TBA 

Add long-haul trips to Washington D.C. 

 

Public Outreach: 

 

Commuter Bus Advisory Board (CBAB):  A proposed plan for the service change outreach and 

implementation was presented to the CBAB at its April 13, 2015 meeting.  CBAB members made 

a motion for staff to continue to move forward with the proposed plan for service changes as 

recommended, and for Staff to return to the May 11, 2015 CBAB meeting prepared to discuss 

public comments received to date.  CBAB also requested Staff be prepared to discuss whether the 

comments will result in modifications to the proposed service changes.  The comments were 

provided to the CBAB at its May 11, 2015 meeting.  CBAB is currently consolidating its feedback 

regarding the comments; however, due to time limitations, the CBAB was unable to provide a final 

report prior the Transit Summit. 
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Passenger/Public Outreach:  The proposed service delivery changes were posted to 

www.loudoun.gov/buschanges  on April 27, 2015.  In order to reach a larger audience, a press 

release and Facebook posting were also made public on April 28, 2015.  Likewise, Bus Biz list-

serve messages regarding the changes were sent out on April 27 and 29.  In an effort to provide 

citizens the greatest opportunity to take part in this public outreach, comments were also being 

accepted via website, phone or email at transitcomments@loudoun.gov.  Attachments 2 and 3 

provide all summarized comments, summarized and full text, submitted through May 13, 2015.  

Almost 57 percent of the comments were related to the elimination of the Tysons service and 

comments on the Potomac Falls service.   

 

Tysons Comments:  As expected, the most common comments received were related to the 

elimination of the Tysons Service and account for 35% of the comments: 

 

 Longer trip time; Keep Tysons Service  31 comments 

 Too many transfers; Keep Tysons Service  27 comments 

 Keep Tysons Service     25 comments 

 

Tysons riders were most concerned about the additional time added to their trip, and the additional 

transfers that would be required (bus, train, bus) to make their trip.  In addition,  a significant 

amount of comments stating “Keep Tysons Service” were received without presenting any 

additional reasons.  There were a small number of comments that indicated riders would be willing 

to pay a higher fare to keep the service.   

 

Riders on the Tysons service are “choice riders,” as they have other options to get to work.  The 

Tysons service is considered a “premium” service using coach buses to provide direct connections 

to employment sites.  As such, this service continues to attract choice riders.  The Department of 

Transportation and Capital Infrastructure was contacted by TyTran, a transportation management 

organization in Tysons (Attachment 4), expressing interest in gathering data and possibly 

surveying the riders of the service to determine if they would be willing to pay a higher fare to 

keep the service. 

 

As previously stated, the Tysons service was slated to end with the start of Silver Line Phase I rail 

service and the equipment was to be absorbed back into the fleet to provide other services. 

 

Potomac Falls Comments:  The second largest set of similar comments was received from the 

Potomac Falls riders accounting for 22 percent of the comments.  The comments received from 

the Potomac Falls riders were varied, and did not present a clear picture for the service desired.  

 

 Keep Wiehle/No Cash  19 comments 

 Add WFC    18 comments 

 Too many options   15 comments 

 

http://www.loudoun.gov/buschanges
mailto:transitcomments@loudoun.gov
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The Potomac Falls comments generally indicated that offering a variety of proposed services, 

essentially diluted the actual services provided.  In essence, the comments seem to indicate instead 

of having one very good service whether it is long-haul, West Fall Church Metro connection or 

Wiehle-Reston East Metro connection, the proposed plan would provide a diluted menu of 

marginal transit services.    

 

East Gate Park and Ride Lot Construction Delays:  It was anticipated that the East Gate and Dulles 

Town Center park and ride lot construction would be complete by July 1, 2015.  However, it 

appears that both projects have been delayed until August due to weather and service timing with 

Novec.  The contractor for the East Gate lot has received an extension for completing the project; 

the Dulles Town Center Park and Ride is a proffered lot, and staff does not control the timeframes 

for construction and implementation.  Service will begin from these lots as soon as they open. 

 

Revised Implementation and Action Plan:   

 

Based on public comments and the delayed opening of the Park and Ride lots, staff is proposing 

implementation of the following by July 1, 2015: 

 

 Route 70:  New Saturday Service; Span:  All day; Headway:  60 minutes.  The service will 

use the weekday alignment, modified to stop at the Shenandoah building and remove 

service on the GWU campus.  Service will have a one hour headway - schedule adjustments 

will be made to meet Route 57 at the Shenandoah building and Route 82 and Route 87X at 

the Dulles Town Center. 

 

 Route 82:  New Saturday Service; Span:  All day; Headway: 60 minutes.  New service uses 

weekday route alignment – schedule adjustments will be made to meet Route 70 and Route 

87X at the Dulles Town Center. 

 

 Route 87X:  New Saturday Service; Span:  All day; Headway: 20 minutes.  Provides direct 

trips to Wiehle-Reston East – schedule will be made to meet Route 70 and Route 82 at the 

Dulles Town Center 

 

 Route 84: New Weekday Service. Add one trip starting at 7:30p.m. from Wiehle-Reston 

East to Dulles Town Center. 

 

 Leesburg: New Weekday Service; Span: Peak: Headway:  50-60 minutes:  Add trips from 

the Leesburg Park and Ride to Wiehle-Reston East Metro Station 

 

 Route 87X:  New Weekday Service; Span:  Peak Period3; Headway:  25 minutes.  A new 

route providing direct trips from Dulles Town Center to Wiehle-Reston East. 

 

                                                 
3 Peak period span of service provides trips in the “rush hour,” typically 5:00 a.m. to approximately 9:00 a.m and 4:00 

p.m. to approximately 8:00 p.m.  Exact timings are determined when service is scheduled. 
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 Loudoun Station/Dulles North Transit Center:  New Weekday Service Add one trip starting 

at 8:45p  

 

 Telos: New Weekday Service; Span:  Peak Period; Headway:  50 minutes  A new route 

providing direct trips from Telos to Wiehle-Reston East 

 

Staff is proposing the continuation of Public Outreach through mid-June, 2015: 

 

 Staff will be advertising for and holding a community meeting with the Potomac Falls 

riders to better determine what services are most desired and should be implemented. 

 Work with TyTran to determine the threshold for what customers are willing to pay for the 

service and determine if employers in Tysons would be willing to provide a contribution 

to subsidize the service. 

 Depending on the results of the Potomac Fall continued outreach, if equipment is available, 

develop a plan for continued service to Tysons and treat the service as “long-haul” 

requiring the same fare-box recovery through fares or other revenue. 

 

ATTACHMENTS:   

 

1. Route Maps 

2. Comments Summary Sheet and Charts (5/13/15) 

3. Comments RAW DATA 

4. TyTran Email 
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Summary Charts Comments Received Through
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Summary Charts Comments Received Through
May 13, 2015

  

Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle, 5, 14%

Employer contributions for 
employees; Keep Tysons Service, 

1, 3%

High Ridership; Keep Tysons 
Service, 5, 14%

Increased costs; Keep Tysons 
Service, 3, 8%

Keep Crystal City Service, 1, 3%
Keep Tysons Service, 5, 14%

Longer trip time; Keep Tysons 
Service, 7, 19%

More trips needed for Wiehle 
Service, 2, 5%

Too many transfers; Keep Tysons 
Service, 6, 17%

Wait till Silver Line Phase 2; Keep 
Tysons Service, 1, 3%

BROADLANDS
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Summary Charts Comments Received Through
May 13, 2015

Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle, 1, 9%
Employer contributions for 

employees; Keep Tysons Service, 1, 
9%

Extra Long-Haul trips, 1, 9%

High Ridership; Keep Tysons 
Service, 1, 9%

Increased costs; Keep Tysons 
Service, 1, 9%

Keep Tysons Service, 2, 18%

Support Wiehle Service, 4, 37%

HARMONY
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Summary Charts Comments Received Through
May 13, 2015

     

Add Long Haul, 2, 13% Charge more; Keep Tysons Service, 
1, 6%

Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle, 1, 7%

Increased costs; Keep Tysons 
Service, 1, 7%

Keep Long Haul, 1, 7%

Keep Tysons Service, 1, 7%

Longer trip time; Keep Tysons 
Service, 4, 27%

Support Wiehle Service, 2, 13%

Too many transfers; Keep Tysons 
Service, 2, 13%

LEESBURG
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Summary Charts Comments Received Through
May 13, 2015

Add WFC, 1, 1%
Charge more; Keep Tysons Service, 

7, 9%
Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle, 2, 3%

Employer contributions for 
employees; Keep Tysons Service, 3, 

4%
High Ridership; Keep Tysons 

Service, 2, 2%

Increased costs; Keep Tysons 
Service, 6, 7%

Keep certain trips; Keep Tysons 
Service, 1, 1%

Keep Tysons Service, 16, 19%

Longer trip time; Keep Tysons 
Service, 20, 24%

More trips needed for Wiehle 
Service, 1, 1%

Reduce service; Keep Tysons 
Service, 1, 1%

Too many transfers; Keep Tysons 
Service, 19, 23%

Wait till Silver Line Phase 2; Keep 
Tysons Service, 4, 5%

TYSONS
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Summary Charts Comments Received Through
May 13, 2015

Add Long Haul, 7, 12%

Add WFC, 16, 27%

Change Trip time, 1, 2%
Earlier DTC Trips, 1, 2%Keep Wiehle/No Cash, 18, 30%

No Long Haul, 1, 2%

Too many options, 15, 25%

POTOMAC FALLS

OTHER COMMENT
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Summary Charts Comments Received Through
May 13, 2015

Add Dulles South - Wiehle Service, 
1, 6%

Add Long Haul, 2, 13%

Add WFC, 1, 7%

Adjust times, 3, 20%

Better Use Toll Road, 1, 7%
Confused about changes, 1, 7%

Discontinue Rosslyn on certain 
trips, 1, 7%

Keep Crystal City Service, 2, 13%

Keep Wiehle/No Cash, 1, 7%

More Local Service, 2, 13%

OTHER COMMENT
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Location Comments
Broadlands 36
Eastgate 4
Goose Creek 4
Harmony 11
Leesburg 15
Other 15
Potomac Falls 59
Reverse Commute 5
Telos 1
Tysons 83
Total 233

Broadlands
Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle 5
Employer contributions for employees; Keep Tysons Service 1
High Ridership; Keep Tysons Service 5
Increased costs; Keep Tysons Service 3
Keep Crystal City Service 1
Keep Tysons Service 5
Longer trip time; Keep Tysons Service 7
More trips needed for Wiehle Service 2
Too many transfers; Keep Tysons Service 6
Wait till Silver Line Phase 2; Keep Tysons Service 1
TOTAL 36

Eastgate
Arrive Earlier at Metro 1
Add Long Haul 2
Timing won't work from Eastgate 1
TOTAL 4

Goose Creek
Keep Tysons Service 1
Keep some Tysons trips from Goose Creek/Broadlands only 1
Pick up from Goose Creek/Broadlands on al l trips 1
TOTAL 3

Harmony
Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle 1
Employer contributions for employees; Keep Tysons Service 1
Extra Long-Haul trips 1
High Ridership; Keep Tysons Service 1
Increased costs; Keep Tysons Service 1
Keep Tysons Service 2
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Support Wiehle Service 4
TOTAL 11

Leesburg
Add Long Haul 2
Charge more; Keep Tysons Service 1
Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle 1
Increased costs; Keep Tysons Service 1
Keep Long Haul 1
Keep Tysons Service 1
Longer trip time; Keep Tysons Service 4
Support Wiehle Service 2
Too many transfers; Keep Tysons Service 2
TOTAL 15

Other
Add Dulles South - Wiehle Service 1
Add Long Haul 2
Add WFC 1
Adjust times 3
Better Use Toll Road 1
Confused about changes 1
Discontinue Rosslyn on certain trips 1
Keep Crystal City Service 2
Keep Wiehle/No Cash 1
More Local Service 2
TOTAL 15

Potomac Falls
Add Long Haul 7
Add WFC 16
Change Trip time 1
Earlier DTC Trips 1
Keep Wiehle/No Cash 18
No Long Haul 1
Too many options 15
TOTAL 59

Tysons
Add WFC 1
Charge more; Keep Tysons Service 7
Eliminate Tysons - Wiehle 2
Employer contributions for employees; Keep Tysons Service 3
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High Ridership; Keep Tysons Service 2
Increased costs; Keep Tysons Service 6
Keep certain trips; Keep Tysons Service 1
Keep Tysons Service 16
Longer trip time; Keep Tysons Service 20
More trips needed for Wiehle Service 1
Reduce service; Keep Tysons Service 1
Too many transfers; Keep Tysons Service 19
Wait till Silver Line Phase 2; Keep Tysons Service 4
TOTAL 83

Telos
More Buses Needed 1
TOTAL 1

Reverse Commute
Adjust times 1
Support Reverse Commute 4
TOTAL 5

A-17
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A B
Rider Comments Summary

Thank you for providing a chance for commuters to comment on the July proposed schedule changes.  I am 
very excited that there will now be a shuttle going directly from Broadlands to Wiehle-Reston Station, and 
that there are plans to pave that lot.  However, I have a concern with regards to pedestrian safety in 
accessing that lot.  There are currently no sidewalks to that lot, which prevents those wishing to walk from 
doing so.  Providing such an option would assist with overcrowding of lots, which I know has been an issue in 
the past.  Also, I would like to propose a few mid-day runs for those that need to get home earlier, even if it 
had to do drop-offs at several the commuter lots (e.g., Loudoun station, Broadlands, etc.).  I appreciate you 
considering my requests.

Broadlands

As a daily rider of the Tysons run from Broadlands, I am glad that someone finally sees that very few ride 
around Tysons on the bus except at 1700 for when all of Tysons bus riders seem to catch the bus leaving no 
space for those of us whom get on at Spring Hill.  Fairfax Connector has a free bus (smattrip connection from 
metro) for the exact same run in Tysons and glad that Loudoun County is finally taking advantage of this.  
The commuter lot at 771 is filling up albeit unpaved and often large potholes near the entrance where the 
bus comes which is why the Broadlands Marketplace was a good option.  I recommend that the Marketplace 
stop be kept as an approved stop for those of us whom may ride a bicycle or be dropped off.  The commuter 
lot on Rt 772 is filling up and the overcrowding experienced at Broadlands in the morning will quickly create 
parking problems in lot 772.  In the mornings between 0700-0810, there are between 20-30 people whom 
get on at Broadlands and many are standing on the bus.  The new schedule has fewer stops and if the Tysons 
bus service were to be discontinued, one would hope for more buses between 0700-0900 from both 
Loudoun Station and Broadlands.  Being that the buses only need to travel from Loudoun County to the 
Wiehle metro, additional runs could and should be expected.   The commuter lots in Loudoun County are 
starting to be filled including Loudoun Station.  There are not parking garages already being poured or laid 
meaning that parking will only become worse and worse.  I Like having the Tysons service discontinued 
especially since the stop on Tyco Road in the morning is a bad location.  This past  winter, we had to walk on 
icy sidewalks and through a parking lot where many riders fell on the ice and poorly maintained sidewalk to 
get to the metro area.  I have other bus riders whom also expressed similar problems and have switched to 
taking the Loudoun Station run.  I recommend the following be considered by Loudoun county especially 
when looking at the parking issues in the local neighborhoods.  Broadlands has a  commuter parking lot  next 
to its' Nature Center and probably also near its' common park areas.  It would make sense to have a 
connector bus that can take riders from these satellite areas to Loudoun station.  I feel the options for public 
transportation are becoming fewer and fewer vice

Broadlands

ATTACHMENT 3
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Rider Comments Summary

4

5

6

becoming more flexible and larger.   Service once or twice an hour throughout the day and  late evening 
service.  I have had to wait on rare occasions more than an hour to catch a metro at L'Enfant Plaza (day that 
there was smoke in the tunnel on the blue line and another when a person was attacked and the station was 
closed.)  I was unable to make the 1830 bus in Tysons due to these events and had to fall back on the 1930 
bus from Wiehle.  Would be good to have even a later night run at least to Loudoun Station  from Wiehle 
after 2100.  I like the elimination of the Tysons bus but would like to see more buses or runs after 0930.  For 
example, if someone wanted to go down to the National Mall for a half day and leave Loudoun at 1100, the 
only option available is to drive.  With the metro coming out in a few years, it would be good to get people 
used to using it and provide daily service similar to Fairfax Connector.  If I were to compare Fairfax Connector 
to Loudoun County bus service it would be similar to comparing a Marathon runner to a new born baby.  
Loudoun should be investing more in public transit especially since all of the roads are saturated in Loudoun 
County.  Rt. 28, RT 50, Waxpool, RT 7 etc are all congested and parking lots between 1630-1930 daily.   If the 
bus were more frequent on days where I need to go in at 1100 or 1200, I would not be driving and can 
relieve some of the congestion.  Transportation in Loudoun county are one of the weakest points.  Very few 
options are available out in Loudoun County as compared to neighboring counties.   Road construction 
seems to take the backseat to all of the new home building permits.  Why is Belmont Ridge Road still a two 
lane road from Rt. 7?  It is a 2 lane road with large trucks in addition to the large number of cars from the 
high occupancy homes.  In conclusion,  Thank you for finally waking up and realizing that Tysons connector 
was not needed and that RT 423 that runs every 10 minutes does the exact same run.  I am hoping that the 
"snow day" runs of running the buses every half hour become more frequent in the morning since the buses 
from Broadlands (last stops on the Tysons run) and Loudoun Station are full when departing.  This is an 
indication of the demand.  I do also go in on the 0559 bus and it is more empty.  If I go in on the 0559 bus, I 
am still coming home on the 

Broadlands

1730 bus (or trying to since I am frequently not able to board due to all of Tysons' riders already filling the 
bus).  There is a big demand for those of us in Broadlands to take the bus since we view the Greenway as 
expensive and local roads congested and see the bus as our only option.  Loudoun Station is our location to 
take the bus since it is not filled with riders from Leesburg etc .  Recommend additional buses from 
Broadlands/Loudoun Station.

Broadlands

I would like to support both changes below: Leesburg: Eliminate trips to Tysons; add trips to Wiehle-Reston 
East.  Harmony: Eliminate trips to Tysons; add trips to Wiehle-Reston East.  Not only would 
this eliminate some of the congestion at 7 and route 9 in the mornings, but could significantly decrease 
traffic on 7 in the evenings.  The number of people I see who commute along side me in their cars each 
morning and evening, I can only imagine the success this would bring.

Broadlands
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I have been taking the bus service from Broadlands to Tysons corner since past 3-4 years and I know I 
convinced atleast 10 of my friends to start taking the bus service also. But I recently heard that the Tysons 
stop will be eliminated which is a huge concern for so many of us who work in the Tysons area. Also, starting 
this month, Freddie Mac in Tysons stared offering 50% match on the public transportation to all its 
employees which is a huge benefit which will now force even more employees to take public transportation. 
If anything, I feel now you need to have more buses during peak times as the population in Ashburn 
(Loudoun County in general) is on an upswing.  Please don’t make this business blunder.

Broadlands

I have been taking this bus from Broadlands to Tysons for almost 3 years now. I read about the elimination of 
this bus service and would like to request the management to please reconsider this proposal. The bus 
service/route is a blessing for us in this economy from time, convenience and cost perspective. This also 
helps us stay Green.  The bus is almost always full and from that you can tell that many folks here in Ashburn 
are very much dependent on this bus efficient service.  I also read that Harris Teeter parking lot is crowded. 
To remediate that issue we can propose riders to not use this lot but instead only use the Mooreview/Old 
Ryan lot. I am sure rider will show flexibility for resolving parking issue.  The train option (bus-train-
connector) provided as an alternative will take much longer, be inconvenient and will eventually result in not 
using the public transport and go back to just plain driving and spending 2 hours in daily traffic. Once again I 
humbly request the management to please reconsider this proposal. Keeping the Harmony-Goosecreek-
Broadlands-Tysons route bus service On is the most right decision. I trust the management will definitely 
understand and consider our plea. Thank you for your time.

Broadlands

This is related to the proposed elimination of the bus route from Loudoun County  Broadlands to Tysons 
Corner?  We are more than 20 people who daily travel from Ashburn to Tysons as our work places are near 
and around Tysons, we don’t take silver line.  Rerouting commuters from one city to another, i.e., Tysons to 
Wiehle will create frustration.  It is inconvenient and will certainly increase the cost of commuting, not only 
in terms of real dollars, but time, which is also an expense….and none of this makes sense in today’s 
economy.  It seems to me, decisions are continuously based on the assumption commuters are government 
employees only; however, there are many folks in Loudoun County that do not work for the government and 
as such rely on the bus to get them to Tysons and back home. 

Broadlands
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I came to know about the Proposed changes in the bus service to Tysons Corner and eliminating the Park and 
Ride lot at HarrisTeeter. I strongly oppose this proposal. The only one reason I moved to Broadlands, 
Loudoun County from Mclean is because of the easy bus commute (one single ride) to Tysons corner. I have 
been a daily bus rider to Tysons corner from Broadlands HarrisTeeter stop for 2 years now and I am 
extremely happy with this service because this is the only best option available to all the Loudoun county 
residents working in Tysons corner considering the Traffic on the Waxpool Road, 28, Dulles Toll Road and the 
hefty Greenway tolls.  I have seen you reducing the number of buses to Tysons Corner after the Metro Train 
service started from Wiehle expecting that people would start using the Train service. But, the ridership has 
increased in the bus ever since train service Started which should actually let you provide more bus services 
rather than completely eliminating. The decision you have taken to eliminate the Tysons service is a 
senseless decision. During the peak hours in the morning and evening the buses are filled up 100%. So, why 
do you have to take such decisions which causes unpleasant rides to your residents? If you really like to save 
money, Identify the bus routes or services which isn't being used by Residents and try to eliminate them but 
not the services that all your residents like. This decision by you will give a second thought to all the people 
who would like to move in to Loudoun county and also let many residents like me think about moving out of 
your county. Please reconsider your decision and try to continue the Tysons Corner Bus service until the 
Metro Phase II Train service starts from Loudoun county and continue to have the Broadlands HarrisTeeter 
bus stop. HarrisTeeter bus stop is mostly used by your residents compared to the Park & Ride located at Old 
Ryan rd and Mooreview Pkwy. You can check your statistics if you have any.

Broadlands

I read that the route from Broadlands to Tysons is proposed to be eliminated.  I use this service every day 
and the Reston metro does not really offer a viable substitute – with the number of transfers it will be faster 
to drive in.  The routes seem to always be full when I am riding, so lack of use does not seem to be an issue.  I 
understand that funding was started through the Phase 1 silver line, would continuing the route at an 
increased rate be a possible solution?

Broadlands

I am writing to express my dismay over the proposal to eliminate the Broadlands to Tysons Corner Silver Line 
station daily commuter route. I ride this bus Monday through Friday each week and it is an integral part of 
my commuting strategy to use safe, reliable, and a less expensive option to travel to an from work each day. 
The bus is always full, morning or afternoon, and always on time. Given the commuting nightmares that 
occur everyday on this area's freeways, I find it extraordinary that you think this is a route that can be 
eliminated without a major impact on the public in general and commuters in particular.  I urge you to not 
eliminate the Broadlands to Tysons Corner Silver Line route because of the disastrous impact it will have on 
the commuters in the Ashburn to Leesburg community. 

Broadlands
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My co-workers and I oppose the elimination of Tyson's service and elimination of Broadlands service. For a 
typical commuter that needs to get to Tyson's area for work, with your proposed change, they would have to 
first catch a bus to go to Reston station, then they would catch Metro and then get down at Spring hill 
station and catch a shuttle. How do you think that is an improvement over current service, which is just one 
direct ride to Tysons? Most of the jobs (after DC area) for Loudoun residents are in Tyson's area and taking 
away this service shows lack of thought and would discourage future home buying in Loudoun area. People 
can't take their personal vehicle to work because of outrageous toll charged by greenway and improper 
planning of secondary roads that end abruptly forcing everybody to be on Waxpool road, which is a parking 
lot. Elimination of Tyson's bus service and Broadlands bus stop leaves residents with no good options to 
commute for their daily living and force residents out of the area.  If you can please consider not cancelling 
Loudoun County Buses to Tysons Corner.  Thanks!

Broadlands

I oppose the elimination of Tyson's service and elimination of Broadlands service. For a typical commuter 
that needs to get to Tyson's area for work, with your proposed change, they would have to first catch a bus 
to go to Reston station, then they would catch Metro and then get down at Spring hill station and catch a 
shuttle. How do you think that is an improvement over current service, which is just one direct ride to 
Tysons? Most of the jobs (after DC area) for Loudoun residents are in Tyson's area and taking away this 
service shows lack of thought and would discourage future home buying in Loudoun area. People can't take 
their personal vehicle to work because of outrageous toll charged by greenway and improper planning of 
secondary roads that end abruptly forcing everybody to be on Waxpool road, which is a parking lot. 
Elimination of Tyson's bus service and Broadlands bus stop leaves residents with no good options to 
commute for their daily living and force residents out of the area.  Thanks for listening.

Broadlands
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I came to know about the Proposed changes in the bus service to Tysons Corner and eliminating the Park and 
Ride lot at HarrisTeeter. I strongly oppose this proposal. The only one reason I moved to Broadlands, 
Loudoun County from Mclean is because of the easy bus commute (one single ride) to Tysons corner. I have 
been a daily bus rider to Tysons corner from Broadlands HarrisTeeter stop for 2 years now and I am 
extremely happy with this service because this is the only best option available to all the Loudoun county 
residents working in Tysons corner considering the Traffic on the Waxpool Road, 28, Dulles Toll Road and the 
hefty Greenway tolls. I have seen you reducing the number of buses to Tysons Corner after the Metro Train 
service started from Wiehle expecting that people would start using the Train service. But, the ridership has 
increased in the bus ever since train service Started which should actually let you provide more bus services 
rather than completely eliminating. The decision you have taken to eliminate the Tysons service is a 
senseless decision. During the peak hours in the morning and evening the buses are filled up 100%. So, why 
do you have to take such decisions which causes unpleasant rides to your residents? If you really like to save 
money, Identify the bus routes or services which isn't being used by Residents and try to eliminate them but 
not the services that all your residents like. This decision by you will give a second thought to all the people 
who would like to move in to Loudoun county and also let many residents like me think about moving out of 
your county.  Please reconsider your decision and try to continue the Tysons Corner Bus service until the 
Metro Phase II Train service starts from Loudoun county and continue to have the Broadlands HarrisTeeter 
bus stop. HarrisTeeter bus stop is mostly used by your residents compared to the Park & Ride located at Old 
Ryan rd and Mooreview Pkwy. You can check your statistics if you have any.

Broadlands

Please do everything you can to continue using the current Bus stops in Crystal City. Broadlands
I am really upset that Loudoun county is cutting the service from Broadlands to Tysons Corner.  We really 
need more public transportation from Ashburn/Broadlands to Tysons Corner. I have been taking the bus 
from Broadland to Jones Branch Drive for last two years. Please do not cancel the Bus service from 
Broadlands to Tysons Corner.

Broadlands

I am regular commuter on tysons corner bus , we strongly oppose the tysons corner bus service cancellation 
since every single day we travel and very convenient for  the office commutes at a stretch. Kindly please do 
not cancel bus service.

Broadlands

We have been having hard time in commuting to Arlington area. We will appreciate few buses from 
brambleton to Reston metro station  and reverse.  Also my wife takes Tyson bus from brodlands. Please keep 
this service. Infact we need one bus around 9am to Tyson from brodlands.

Broadlands

I'm not happy if you eliminate the commuter service from Broadlands to Tysons, I want that service to 
commute to work and it saves me time to work instead changing buses and metro.  I need the service. 

Broadlands
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Hi I know lot of people who travel from Broadland to Tysons  I am one of them , the service is really helpful 
to avoid traffic.  Please don’t eliminate this service we want this service to continue.

Broadlands

I would like to vote against the elimination of service from Loudoun to Tysons. I have been taking the bus 
from Broadlands Market place to Jones Branch/Park Run Drive since 3 years. I have been very happy with the 
service and convenience it provides. It also helps with traffic on toll road and within 30 mins we are in Tysons 
nothing can beat that. Please safe this service. It is most easiest way to support green planet initiative.

Broadlands

My spouse uses this service to get to and from work (from Loudoun Station) every day, she counts on it to 
get her to work on time, given the unpredictable nature of traffic congestion on the Dulles Toll road.   
Cancelling this service would cause undue hardship to our family (and others I presume), and all our 
neighbors in the Broadlands/Brambleton community.  Please do mindful of the greater impact of this 
cancellation, that our Ashburn community would incur: 1) Dramatically increasing the already bad traffic 
congestion on Eastern Loudoun's roads during the morning and evening rush hours, since all bus riders 
would now be forced to drive to/from Tyson's. 2) Consequently increasing commute time (essentially making 
commute time unpredictable) and wasted (energy) resources for our community. 3) Making it next to 
impossible to predictably schedule picking up young kids needing day care/after school care on time, due to 
commute would be so adversely impacted by the increased congestion.  Just when our NOVA Community is 
striving to reduce road congestion by increasing access to public transport and HOV lanes, this cancellation 
seems to be a retrograde step We would sincerely appreciate if you can reconsider this decision, we know 
that our neighborhood would be much better off with this service.

Broadlands

The bus service to Tysons Express is very helpful for me and rest of the community.  If this service is 
eliminated, We have to start driving  and lot people will be Toll and Green way and it will add additional 30-
40 min to our commute as well as others.  Please keep Tysons Express  service continues as usual or if 
possible add more service (as all buses are full of passengers).

Broadlands

I review the proposed schedule and I like that you are now going to Wiehle from Goose Creek, and every 30 
minutes is another great add-on. However wouldn’t it be more efficient and cost effective to put Broadlands 
with Loudoun Station (they are both off the same exit on 267) and putting Goose Creek with Leesburg? 

Broadlands

In response to the Bus service being cancelled from Ashburn to TYSON corner I am sending this email 
requesting that I need this service very much.  I am taking bus since past 6-7 months from Broadlands Market 
place to Jones Branch Dr & Park Run Dr@Freddiemac every day. This ride is taking only 35 mins and driving 
to work without the bus is.  Taking approximately 1 hour using the no car pool lanes.  PLEASE, we the 
commuters of ASHBURN need this service badly, we can not imagine using the other way of transportation.

Broadlands
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The Tysons bus service is vital to my daily commute.   Please do not cancel it.   The alternative suggested by 
the county - - taking the bus to Reston metro and taking the metro to Tysons - - is not a viable alternative.  
That alternate route is more expensive (it involves a bus fare and metro fare each way), slower (it adds a 
minimum of 30 minutes per day,  even more if I wait around for the Fairfax commuter shuttle to take me to 
my job at Freddie Mac) and is totally not viable for bicycle commuters like myself who depend on the ability 
to put their bikes on the bus; as you know, bikes cannot be taken on the metro during rush hour, which is 
when I use the bus to bring my bike home on the days I ride into the office.  The Tysons bus service should be 
maintained until, at a minimum, the second phase of the Silver line is completed.  If you cancel the service, 
all that will mean is more congestion on 267 every morning because of the additional vehicles forced to drive 
into Tysons/the metro in Reston.

Broadlands

I would like to take this opportunity to comment on elimination of a trip from Broadloands to Tysons.  I 
oppose strongly the elimination of trips from ‘Broadlands to Tysons’. This will impact a huge number of 
people who travel by this bus daily for their work. Instead of traveling for 30 mins, the new schedules 
increases my daily commute and budget. Also, this will impact my work schedule very badly. If this is 
eliminated, I do not want to take either bus or train and I prefer to commute daily using my car. Moving to 
bus/train adds  more overhead for half an hour travel.  Can Loudoun County continue this service if it was by 
Fairfax county earlier??  Please revisit your decision.

Broadlands

Leesburg Sycolin Rd: Eliminate trips to Tysons; add trips to Wiehle-Reston East.   Broadlands: Eliminate trips 
to Tysons; New Weekday Service to Wiehle-Reston East.  I would like a bus to leave every 30 minutes instead 
of the proposed 60 minutes.  This will allow me to take commuter buses from Leesburg or Broadlands to my 
office in Vienna.

Broadlands

I would like to support both changes below: Leesburg: Eliminate trips to Tysons; add trips to Wiehle-Reston 
East.  Harmony: Eliminate trips to Tysons; add trips to Wiehle-Reston East.  Not only would 
this eliminate some of the congestion at 7 and route 9 in the mornings, but could significantly decrease 
traffic on 7 in the evenings.  The number of people I see who commute along side me in their cars each 
morning and evening, I can only imagine the success this would bring.

Broadlands

Hi.  I’d like to request that the decision to eliminate the commuter bus service directly to Tysons Corner be 
reconsidered.  If the service is stopped, I will go back to clogging up Waxpool and Route 28 in my car, as 
Home => Bus => Metrorail => Bus => Work is way too many transfers for me.  Thanks for taking comments.

Broadlands
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I oppose the elimination of Tyson's service and elimination of Broadlands service. For a typical commuter 
that needs to get to Tyson's area for work, with your proposed change, they would have to first catch a bus 
to go to Reston station, then they would catch Metro and then get down at Spring hill station and catch a 
shuttle. How do you think that is an improvement over current service, which is just one direct ride to 
Tysons?  Most of the jobs (after DC area) for Loudoun residents are in Tyson's area and taking away this 
service shows lack of thought and would discourage future home buying in Loudoun area. People can't take 
their personal vehicle to work because of outrageous toll charged by green way and improper planning of 
secondary roads that end abruptly forcing everybody to be on Waxpool road, which is a parking lot. 
Elimination of Tyson's bus service and Broadlands bus stop leaves residents with no good options to 
commute for their daily living and force residents out of the area.

Broadlands

I oppose the elimination of Tyson's service and elimination of Broadlands service. For a typical commuter 
that needs to get to Tyson's area for work, with your proposed change, they would have to first catch a bus 
to go to Reston station, then they would catch Metro and then get down at Spring hill station and catch a 
shuttle. How do you think that is an improvement over current service, which is just one direct ride to 
Tysons? Most of the jobs (after DC area) for Loudoun residents are in Tyson's area and taking away this 
service shows lack of thought and would discourage future home buying in Loudoun area. People can't take 
their personal vehicle to work because of outrageous toll charged by greenway and improper planning of 
secondary roads that end abruptly forcing everybody to be on Waxpool road, which is a parking lot. 
Elimination of Tyson's bus service and Broadlands bus stop leaves residents with no good options to 
commute for their daily living and force residents out of the area.

Broadlands

I am working at Freddie Mac and I use bus service from Broadlands Market place to Freddie Mac. I heard that 
the service to Tysons will be eliminated. If that happens, I have no option, except to drive to work, since I 
need to take 2 buses and 1 metro each way.  So, I want to be aware that the bus service needs to be continue 
as is, to continue to have more ridership from Ashburn area.

Broadlands

This email relates to the Tysons Corner Bus Service. I would like to request that the service to Tysons Corner 
(from Broadlands) is not eliminated. The current service reduces the commute time and helps improve traffic 
flow. By changing it to the Reston Metro station, the commute time to Tysons would increase significantly. 
One would have to take an additional bus or taxi from one of the Tysons Metro stations to the work place. I 
believe this change will discourage Loudoun commuters to take the new proposed route and drive to work 
instead. Most commuters taking the bus service work on Jones Branch Drive, which is not close to the Metro 
stations. The new route will mostly benefit commuters going to Washington DC; but not to Tysons. I would 
greatly appreciate it if this petition is considered.

Broadlands
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I am surprised regarding the changes being proposed specifically related to elimination of Tyson’s service 
from Broadlands.  As is there is lot of demand for this bus and lot of times people are standing during peak 
hours of the schedule. I totally oppose this move. If anything, more buses should be added during peak hours 
in the morning at 8 o’clock and 5 o’clock in the evening.  Tyson’s area is fast growing and is becoming a 
downtown for Washington metro area.  I think there should be as many commuting avenues as possible to 
eliminate congestion on the roads.  Tyson’s Bus service is a great convenience for many people and should 
be continued and supported with additional buses. This allows for people to get to work faster without the 
need to hop on multiple transits such as bus, train and another bus. Elimination of this bus service will cause 
people to resort to driving, causing more traffic on the roads which leads to more pollution, traffic hazards 
and wasted productivity. This bus service should be continued even if the trains eventually gets to 
Broadlands, given the Tyson’s area is growing and it is important to get people to work safely and effectively 
with minimal impacts to environment.  Please continue the Tyson’s Bus service.

Broadlands

I am writing to express my concerns over the cancelation of the Tyson's Corner Bus Service in July.  I pick up 
the Bus at the Broadlands Harris Teeter and use it 3 days a week, when I don't carpool.  With the delays to 
the Metro extending out to Broadlands I would like to recommend and propose extending the bus service 
until the Metro makes it out to Broadlands.

Broadlands

It would be nice for early commuters if there were a bus that delivered to METRO earlier than 6:30. I have to 
be in DC at 6:30.  Will be a shame to finally have bus service in South Riding and not be able to use it.

Eastgate
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The afternoon returns from Whiele Avenue back to East Gate will not be on time, from the get-go.  I've been 
taking this route off and on since the improvements to Route 50 were completed.  While the morning run 
from South Riding to Reston is completely feasible in a 25-30 minute range, the afternoon trip through traffic 
has averaged at least 45 to 60 minutes.  Whether the buses take the Greenway to 606, or Route 28 to 
Route 50, I don't believe this afternoon schedule is realistic.  I notice are not adding any more long-
haul service from Dulles South, and are not offering long-haul commuter service from East Gate. 
 Unless you can post (and adhere to) a more reliable, predictable schedule (based on REAL TIMES) 
the East Gate shuttle will not draw sufficient riders from the existing Dulles South and Dulles North 
commuter buses.  Furthermore, the Metro trip from Whiele to downtown (McPherson) is at least one hour 
without taking into account the frequent backups and reliability problems inherent with the 
Silver/Orange/Blue line corridor.  So a commuter who rides the East Gate shuttle to Whiele can expect the 
morning trip to take at least 90 minutes, and the afternoon return to take nearly 2 hours.  Again, this is not 
an attractive option to the Dulles South commuter bus, which AT LEAST IS NOT MULTI-MODAL. I strongly 
urge the Board of Supervisors (who are the real decision-makers when it comes to transit) to add long-haul 
commuter service to East Gate park and ride.  The excuse of not having available buses is wearing very thin.

Eastgate

I am a frequent user of the Loudoun County Express bus and appreciate the opportunity to comment on 
future route changes.  I live in South Riding, along with several other riders.  I am eagerly anticipating the 
start of the East Gate line.  I think it will be a big game changer for many because it will shorten the commute 
time for those of us living in the area as well as free up a lot of parking at Dulles North.  I was hoping you 
could consider running additional/new afternoon routes from the Pentagon to East Gate (or Dulles North) 
that are later than the current opportunities offered.  The current routes of 3:13pm, 4:25pm, 4:55pm, and 
5:25pm are all really early for those of us working in the Pentagon.  One needs to leave the office by 5:15 at 
the latest to make it home on the bus.  Travelling to Roslyn only gets you an additional 30 minutes once you 
factor in the time to get to Roslyn (and the hassle).  Ideally, we could use a bus that leaves the Pentagon 
sometime after 5:45pm.  This allows us to work to at least work until 5:30pm and still make it home.  While 
our bosses tend to understand that many of us commute and need to leave early to get to the bus, the 
additional 20 minutes makes a big difference.  Leaving the office at 5:30pm for a senior executive / aspiring 
senior executive is a lot more reasonable than leaving the office at 5:15.  While not a big difference in time, 
there is a big difference in perception.  Perhaps you can consider moving either the 4:25pm or the 5:25pm to 
accommodate the shift. There are those of us that leave at 4:30pm and those of us that leave at 5:30pm...all I 
am asking is for you to also accommodate those of us that want to leave at 5:30pm.  For those that want to 
leave early, there is ample opportunity as discussed above.  Thank you for your consideration.  

Eastgate
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Wow, Chris.  I take it the early comments from Potomac Falls riders has been vocal?  The informal poll at the 
Dulles South bus stop was not positive.  I know the county will only take official, emailed comments from 
individual users, but the riders at DS are  very unhappy that service at this stop is not being expanded AND 
that only shuttle service will be offered at East Gate.  Plus, there was unanimous agreement that the posted 
run time from Wiehle to East Gate in the afternoon is completely unrealistic.  If you’re only running one bus 
around in circles between EG and Wiehle, then the afternoon schedule will get hosed to heck and back as 
soon as the traffic picks up at 4:30.  It’s impossible to drive any route available between these points in the 
afternoon in less than 45 minutes to an hour.  The DS riders are not interested in multi-modal commutes, 
especially given that the Silver Line run into DC from Wiehle takes an hour or longer.  Without adding long-
haul service at EG, the park and ride might as well be turned over to the county as the ball field they wanted 
in the first place.

Eastgate

I strongly oppose elimination of bus service from Goose Creek Village  to Tysons. This will negatively impact 
my commute to work. This change will cause me to be a less productive member of the society.

Goose Creek
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part 1
n looking at the rider numbers for buses that come from Leesburg and Harmony, I find that the silver line 
buses  are empty and that the buses fill up at Goose riders that get on or off at Harmony to see that there are 
a few number in riding and if you were to divide the cost by the riders alone, you could see that it is not cost 
effective.  This is why it makes sense to add an additional stop to the Harmony/Lessburg route to 
accommodate Goose Creek.  Since the bus goes right by, the stop will be minimal to the travel times and can 
provide loon county residents more options.  Please consider adding a stop at Sycolin and Belmont Ridge for 
the Washington Navy Yard/downtown bus and Wiehle Park and Ride bus.Creek and Broadlands.   For 
example, the other morning, 20 people got on at Goose creek followed by 29 at Broadlands Marketplace and 
6 at the 772 lot.  This is 55 of the 66 possible riders and one has to question why morning buses from 
Harmony are proposed to only stop in Leesburg before going to Wiehle.  It would make sense to have the 
buses stop at Goose Creek since the park and ride is on Sycolin and buses using go down cyclone to get on 
the Greenway.  I cannot tell you how many times I see the Washington Navy Yard bus and would hope it 
would stop on Sycolin or Goose Creek to pick up additional riders.  The Loudoun county bus system is 
regressing vice being proactive to deal with an increase in riders from those of us in Ashburn.  If the Harmony 
bus stops only in Leesburg and ridership is low as expected, why not stop and pickup additional riders at 
Goose Creek so the buses leaving from Ashburn are not so packed.  Often riders from Broadlands have to 
stand the entire trip just as riders from Spring Hill need to stand.  I have heard from others that the bus to 
Harmony in the pm has as few as one rider on it so this is why I am asking why not increase coverage and  
ridership by adding a Goose Creek stop on the morning Harmony-Leesburg-Wiehle run.  I agree that 
Broadlands Marketplace should be eliminated.  I have witnessed several riders disregard commuter parking 
and choose to park anywhere and glad that something is happening here since respect for commuter spaces 
was not respected.  This overcrowding continues and occurs daily between 0715 and 0815.  Since the 
Washington Navy Yard bus and the harmony Leesburg bus go down Sycolin, why not make an optional bus 
stop at the corner of Sycolin and Belmont Ridge for additional riders.  We routinely see the buses go this way 
in the am and pm and this will allow a higher ridership and provide the residents of Goose Creek/Ashburn 
more options.  There is a rapidly new development (Preserve at Goose Creek on the old Polen Estate that has 
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Goose Creek

part2
riders that get on or off at Harmony to see that there are a few number in riding and if you were to divide the 
cost by the riders alone, you could see that it is not cost effective.  This is why it makes sense to add an 
additional stop to the Harmony/Lessburg route to accommodate Goose Creek.  Since the bus goes right by, 
the stop will be minimal to the travel times and can provide loon county residents more options.  Please 
consider adding a stop at Sycolin and Belmont Ridge for the Washington Navy Yard/downtown bus and 
Wiehle Park and Ride bus.

Goose Creek
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I take the bus from Goose Creek to Jones Branch Drive in McLean.  Note that if the bus services to Tysons is 
eliminated then I will drive to work.  I have no interest in taking a bus to the Reston metro, taking the metro 
to Spring Hill and then taking a bus to Jones Branch Drive.  I will adjust my start time in the morning to avoid 
traffic.  The bus 7:46 am bus from Goose Creek was full this morning with people standing.  I also heard that 
the Tysons bus was not going to eliminated until the metro to Ashburn was completed.  Thank for listening.

Goose Creek

I live in Hamilton and support buses from Hamilton (Western Loudoun) to Wiehle-Reston East Station.  I used 
to work in Tysons Corner and rode the Tysons Express every day since the service began. In early 2014, my 
office moved from Tysons Corner to Herndon and I was disappointed that there was no reasonable 
commuting option from Western Loudoun to Herndon.  In addition to my support for the proposed change, I 
would like to propose that the new service pass through Herndon-Monroe Park and Ride in both the morning 
and evening.   I work very near the Herndon-Monroe Park and Ride and it would save me both time and 
money from having to ride on a Fairfax Connector Bus for a reverse ride back to Herndon-Monroe in the 
morning and again in the afternoon to reach Wiehle-Reston East.  A stop at Herndon-Monroe would not 
affect the bus schedule very much (in my opinion) and would provide a greater level of service by providing 
bus access to Herndon.   Another benefit to having the buses pass through the Herndon-Monroe Park and 
Ride is that this would simulate the future Metro stop at the future Herndon Station.   To reach the Wiehle-
Reston Station, the buses will need to be on the Dulles Toll Road (DTR).  The access to the Herndon-Monroe 
Park and Ride is very easy off of the DTR due to the current ramp designs leading in and out of the transit 
center.  Herndon-Monroe would be the first destination stop in the morning and the first pick-up stop in the 
afternoon.  Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Harmony

I would like to comment on the Proposed Elimination of Harmony Bus to Tysons Corner.  Currently, there is 
no other way to get from Harmony to Tysons other than taking the bus or driving.  Eliminating this would just 
cause great frustration for commuters.  With the traffic, and cost of tolls, doing away with the bus would be 
a disservice to those currently using the bus.  Instead of eliminating this route – there should be 
encouragement for riders from the Leesburg / Harmony area to take advantage of public transportation. 
Right now it takes me an hr. to get from Harmony to Tysons and cost of $6.00 round trip.  If I did not take the 
bus my trip would double and the cost would double.  If the objective is for riders to use the metro I 
understand that, however the proposed times are horrible.  There needs to be more times added to 
accommodate riders.  There are a lot of riders that currently take this bus and to do away with it would be a 
mistake.

Harmony
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I am very happy to see that you are considering adding additional commuter routes and times from and to 
Harmony.  I am moving to Purcellville from Reston in May.  My commute is to the Navy Yard, so having some 
additional flexibility will greatly provide better service to commuters from western Loudoun. Thank you.  I do 
hope that you consider some extra trips from Purcellville in the morning, because the latest ride out of 
Purcellville during the weekday is 5:25 am.  I would look forward to having the option of departing around 6-
6:30 am.  And please continue the routes that go from Purcellville and Harmony to the Navy Yard.  I am 
looking forward to traveling on that commuter bus when I move. Thank you.

Harmony

I live in Purcellville, VA and recently started a new job in McLean, on Jones Branch Drive.  I understand that 
there is talk of eliminating the Tysons Corner bus service that I currently ride from Harmony to Tysons.  I 
implore you to keep this bus line running as is.  I have no other means of getting to and from work, and the 
additional time that will be added to my daily commute due to the proposed changes will make an already 
long commute much longer.  One of the primary reasons I accepted the job in Tysons was knowing that the 
bus line ran between Harmony and Tysons.  Should this change I will be forced to reconsider.  Please - keep 
the Tysons Corner bus service running as is.

Harmony

I am writing with regards to the proposed changes to the Sliver Line connector bus.   I believe the removal of 
a Harmony, Leesburg or Goose Creek route to Tyson’s will cause riders to switch back to driving to work, 
myself included.  The proposed alternative route is not acceptable as it would create transfers between two 
buses and one train to get to my destination on Jones Branch.  Please do not implement this plan until you 
have an acceptable route as this is going to further congest our roadways.  The funding argument is not valid 
as these buses are ALWAYS full.  I would prefer that you raise the rates vs. take the routes away.

Harmony

I have been using the Tysons Express bus service the past 2 years as my daily form of commute from 
Harmony to Gannett/USA TODAY and back home each day.  I am sending this email to give my input to keep 
the Tysons Express service in its current format.   This service keep myself and several riders off the already 
congested roads and provides a comfortable and quick commute to and from work.   Thanks for taking the 
time to hear me out.

Harmony

I support AM service from Harmony to Wiehle and PM service from Wiehle to Harmony. Harmony
Appreciate adding direct service from Harmony/Leesburg to Wiehle Ave and a later Leesburg 
option...improvement over current schedule.

Harmony
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I currently take the Loudoun County transit bus from the Harmony Park and Ride Lot in Purcellville/Hamilton, 
VA to Freddie Mac off of Jones Branch Dr. in Mclean VA.   My family and I just moved to Clarke County from 
Fairfax County.  This was a difficult decision for many reasons, including commuting.  The move to Clarke 
County put my husband closer to work (Ashburn) but put me substantially further away from my employer.  
We wanted to move to an area that we felt was better suited to raise our 3 year old son and the additional 
children we are planning on having in the near future.  The deciding factor in regards to the commute for me 
was that the Loudoun County transit bus from Harmony to Freddie Mac gave us an option that was 
inexpensive, quicker and put less wear and tear on our vehicle.  We have also recently made the decision to 
go down to one vehicle since we have decided we’d actually like to buy a house in Loudoun or Clarke County 
(we are currently renting) and we really have grown to LOVE the area.  Having only one vehicle does not pose 
an issue with the bus service capability since we just drop our son off at pre-school, my husband drops me at 
the bus and then heads to work.  The other perk about taking the bus for me is that my employer actually 
pays for 50% of the cost.  I can’t begin to tell you how much money we are saving in many ways by me riding 
the bus.  I hope if there is any way to keep this bus route going that it will be.  The canceling of the bus route 
from Harmony to Freddie Mac/Jones Branch Dr. would really impact my family in a negative way.

Harmony

I look forward to the Harmony to Weihle bus service.  I expect to take it every weekday.  Please consider 
giving me one more morning bus at around 7:30.  Thanks for moving this transition forward.  Coordinating 
car pools is really difficult.  I am delighted to take my car off the road.  I hope to bike most days to Harmony.

Harmony

Regarding the Harmony Silver Line Schedule--My husband and I would both use this service to Reston, VA.  
The early routes (between 5:00am and 6:55am) are very useful.  The PM return routes (5:10pm and 6:15pm) 
are useful.  We would suggest an additional route between the 5:10pm and 6:15pm return routes because if 
you accidentally miss the 5:10pm bus, you will have to wait over an hour for the next bus.  There should be a 
bus returning every half hour, at the least.  Thank you for considering these changes!

Harmony

Leesburg Sycolin Rd: Eliminate trips to Tysons; add trips to Wiehle-Reston East.   Broadlands: Eliminate trips 
to Tysons; New Weekday Service to Wiehle-Reston East.  I would like a bus to leave every 30 minutes instead 
of the proposed 60 minutes.  This will allow me to take commuter buses from Leesburg or Broadlands to my 
office in Vienna.

Leesburg
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First of all, I have to say that I am a big fan of the Loudoun County Transit Bus.  I have been taking the bus for 
years to commute from Leesburg to Washington, DC and I love it.  You are doing a wonderful job!  Currently, 
I am taking the long haul bus from Leesburg to Washington, DC two times per week and from Leesburg to 
Rosslyn three times per week (I am taking the blue line Metro train from Rosslyn to Alexandria from there).  
The improved service from Leesburg to the Wiehle-Reston Metro station is a welcomed addition to the 
schedule since this would make my commute to Alexandria much easier (i.e. take the bus from Leesburg to 
Wiehle-Reston and then from there by Silver and Blue line Metro to King Street in Alexandra).  

Leesburg

3:45 Rosslyn to Leesburg.  I never got a seat from Rosslyn. Leesburg
I hope I am reading this wrong. Are you saying the service from Leesburg to downtown will be eliminated 
and you will only offer service to the Metro Silver line?  If so, I think that is a huge mistake!  I have been 
riding the commuter bus service from Leesburg to DC for the last 8 years.  I cannot give enough praise for the 
service you offer.  It has been absolutely wonderful.  The buses are clean and reliable, and such a time (and 
gas) saver.  It generally takes me an hour to get to work door-to-door.  On the other hand, I have seen 2 
Metro accident fatalities in those same 8 years.  Metro is nothing like it used to be 20 years ago.  It is dirty, 
unreliable, overcrowded, and quite frankly, miserable to ride.  You never know if the escalators are working, 
 and it seems like every week there is track work, and for me it would add another 30 minutes to my 
commute.  I just don’t understand why you would take such a valuable service and force everyone to take 
Metro..  One of the reasons I moved into Loudoun County was because of the commuter bus service.  I 
refuse to ride Metro.  If you are going to force Metro down our throats, I would consider driving every day. I 
though the purpose of the bus service was to get more cars off the road.  I can’t see how the county can see 
any benefits with more people abandoning the buses and seeking other ways to commute. There will be 
more gas consumption, congested highways, accidents, etc. the buses helped alleviate.  I may even decide to 
live elsewhere out of the county.  I hope I read this wrong, or if not, I hope you reconsider your position on 
these changes.

Leesburg
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I was recently surprised and extremely disappointed to learn that a proposal has been put forth to terminate 
bus service from Leesburg/Goose Creek/Ashburn to Tysons Corner.  I am a regular user of the service, and 
the plans as they have been documented in the preliminary proposal would result in me discontinuing use of 
public transit to travel to and from my place of work in Tysons.  I have three primary concerns about the 
latest proposal:  1. Significantly decreased convenience and increased travel risk:  my place of work is 
approximately one mile from any of the four metro stops in Tysons Corner.  Therefore, walking from the 
train to my office on a regular basis, in various weather conditions, is not a viable option.  The current bus 
route drops riders off approximately one block from my office.  As a result of the proposed changes, each 
one-way route will require four separate legs as compared to the two I experience now: a) drive from home 
to the park and ride lot, b) bus from the lot to the Wiehle Avenue station, c) train from Wiehle to the Spring 
Hill station, and d) bus from Spring Hill to my office via Fairfax Connector.  Even with the more direct routes 
from each park and ride lot to the Wiehle Station under the new plan, the various connections will certainly 
increase my overall commuting time.  It will also introduce several more risks to my commute, as I will now 
be dependent on two different modes of transportation administered by three different transit authorities 
to make a one-way trip.  A significant delay in one leg (for example, a late-day train back-up) could prevent 
me from connecting to a subsequent leg and leave me stranded.  2. Increased cost: the one-way train fare 
from Wiehle to Spring Hill during rush hour costs $3.00.  The bus proposal specifies that the fare to Wiehle 
will be $1.00.  My current fare for the existing bus service is $3.00, so the new plan would increase my 
commuting costs by 33%.  3. Unclear rationale for terminating service:  my experience with the current bus 
routes clearly demonstrates that the routes are highly popular with the large population of Loudoun 
residents who travel to employment centers in Tysons Corner and are generally heavily subscribed.  In fact, 
on many routes, the ridership is so high that I have previously asked this office to consider adding a few 
additional routes to mitigate the safety risks of having a large number of standees in the center aisle.  Given 
the popularity of the service and the often over-subscribed ridership, it is not at all clear what is driving the 
decision to terminate service.  If the transit authority is making this recommendation based on concerns 
about the cost of providing this service, I would suggest that the transit authority explore whether riders 
would be willing to endure a fare increase to help cover the service’s costs rather than eliminating the 
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Leesburg
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I see on the Loudoun county website that the original Tysons Express bus service that was changed to 
Loudoun County bus service to and from Tysons Corner area to and from Leesburg/Goose Creek 
Village/Broadlands is being changed to only go to  Whiele/Reston Station from Loudoun County.  I have been 
taking this bus since it started in June 2010 and it is a great way to save commute time to and from Tysons 
area, reduce road congestion and most importantly help environmental cause.  I am very disappointed to see 
this change and most of the people I talk to Including myself, will stop taking this bus and start driving to 
work in Tysons area. In my opinion public transportation has to be convenient and have comparable time to 
commute and not to mention it should cost less as well. I think the change that is proposed to the Tysons 
route is counter intuitive and will not help the Metro/Loudoun County ridership in any fashion or form.  I 
sincerely request Loudoun county transportation management to reconsider the decision to change the 
route to attract more riders and keep it convenient to use public transportation.

Leesburg

First I would like to propose that the bus route not cancelled, and I personally would even be in favor of a 
modest fare hike (to $4.00 a trip) to keep the bus only transit.  Knowing full well that isn't going to happen I 
have reviewed the proposed morning/evening scehdules.  The inconsistencies in frequency in the morning 
and evening bus schedule draft from Wiehle-Reston to Leesburg park and ride is troubling.  To have over 1 hr 
wait time between 5:40p and 6:45 in the evening draft is unacceptable.  You should plan at least 2 busses 
running every 30 min,  or better yet 3 busses every 20-25 min.  Likewise in the morning, having nearly an 
hour gap from 5:45 till 6:40 (when you have busses coming just 30 min before and after respectively) doesn't 
make sense.  With metro trains arriving every 6 min during peak, it is obscene to only have pick-ups once an 
hour.

Leesburg
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I am a daily round-trip rider from Leesburg to Tysons Corner. I urge you to continue this service. The demand 
is clearly there, with regularlyfull buses and occasional standing room only.  The detailed suggestion on the 
Proposed Changes announcement is enthusiastic ("the transfer is FREE!"), but not at all practical. While the 
cost is still a savings over tolls, the time andhassle far exceed the value. The commute time of driving to the 
park-and-ride lot, busing to Wiehle, taking the train to Tysons, and finally a Metro bus, would be more than 
double the time it takes to drive from home to work. The cancellation of Tysons Corner service will putme on 
the Greenway/Dulles Toll Road and Route 7, not onto Metro. In addition to being a commuter, I am a 
homeowner and tax-payer and understand that theTysons Corner service will soon have a funding gap. I 
recall seeing informationlast year about adjusting fares on the DC long-haul routes toward a goal ofmaking 
them self-sustaining. Was Tysons Corner service evaluated at the sametime? If so, I would like to see an 
alternate proposal that keeps the service withan adjusted fare structure. Finally, I want to remind you that 
the benefit of publictransportation is not only to those who use it daily. It benefitsdrivers by reducing daily 
traffic, tax-payers by the resulting reduction indemand for more roads to handle that traffic, and all citizens 
by conservingenergy and reducing air pollution.

Leesburg
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I'm writing in to voice my concerns over the elimination of the current Tyson's Corner bus service and 
replacing it with a Silver Line express bus to Whiele.  I've been riding the bus from Leesburg to Tyson's Corner 
since last September.  The current bus service is a fantastic benefit and is one of the reasons why I was able 
to accept my current job position in Tyson's Corner.  I was very concerned about shifting job positions last 
year due to the increase in the commute, but when I found that the Tysons bus would drop me off near the 
office, my worries decreased and it helped make the decision to accept the position.  When I learned of the 
changes to the bus service I was initially very concerned.  I've been researching the cost and train schedules 
and after initial research I realized that yes, it will cost more and take a bit longer, but it may be OK.  
However, now that I've reviewed the draft bus schedule, I am concerned that the new service may not work 
well and I may have to return to driving instead of using public transportation options.  Here are my 
concerns: 1. Increased commute time.  Although new service will be an express to Whiele, my overall 
commute will increase between the transfer times and the walk from the metro rail to my office.  This may 
add about 20 minutes to my commute each way.  Using the Fairfax Connector would increase my commute 
even more.  2. More difficult scheduling and planning for the return trip:  Although the metro rail runs every 
6 minutes, the bus from Whiele to Leesburg is limited to once per hour.  This means that I will need to 
significantly pad my departure from my office to ensure I do not miss the bus.  This will impact my overall 
work day and may require working with my supervisors to re-adjust my daily schedule to fit the changes in 
the commute.  Note 1: the current bus runs on roughly 1/2 hour increments which works very well and 
allows for quite a bit of flexibility in my daily schedule.  Note 2: Since the proposed AM and PM buses are on 
one hour increments, I may need to catch an earlier bus in the AM and may be getting home later which will 
have a significant impact on my daily schedule and time with my family.  Note 3. Increase in cost:  The 
current fare is $3 each way for a total of $6 per day.  The new fare will be $1 bus + $3.40 train for a one-way 
fare of $4.40 which combines for a daily commute total of $8.80.  

Leesburg

Although it seems like a small increase, that is roughly a 47% increase in cost which is significant.  One 
modification to the proposed schedule changes that may significantly improve the service would be more 
frequent buses to the Whiele station.  One hour increments is a very long wait and will have significant 
impacts on scheduling.  The combination of the above impacts based on the changes to the schedule may 
make continued use of the Loudoun County Commuter bus services difficult.  I will need to re-evaluate 
returning to driving my car to work and potentially reviewing my current employment depending how the 
changes in the commute impact myself and my family.

Leesburg
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For most people, participating in public transportation comes down to time, cost and ease of use.  I always 
knew that eventually I would be driving to the Silver Line Station in Ashburn for my metro commute to 
Tysons and either walk or ride the shuttle the last mile to work.  The new proposal to ride a bus for about 13 
miles to get on the metro for a about a 5 mile ride and then get on a shuttle does not make sense.  Not only 
will the commute be longer in time, but the numbers don’t make logical sense.  I would also be concerned on 
the ride home where if I don’t get to the Silver Line Reston station by a certain time, I could be waiting for an 
additional 30 minutes for the next Loudoun bus to take me to my vehicle.  I propose to keep the bus service 
to Tysons at least until the Silver Line is completed.  You are already planning to run bus service ¾ of the way 
to my destination.  To drop off at that point and require another wait to ride the last leg does not seem 
logical.  In the current commute the time, cost and ease of use factor all make great sense.  In the proposed 
commute, the time and ease of use are starting to not make sense.

Leesburg

I've been taking the Tysons Express/Loudoun County Transit bus for the past 5 years. It's made the commute 
from Leesburg to Tysons bearable. I only drive in when I have to and I much prefer taking the bus over 
driving. It's cheaper, and much less of a headache. I can get work done on the bus too. I rely on the bus to get 
me to and from work.  These new changes you're proposing aren't ideal. It will take me more time and 
money to take a bus to Reston to get on the metro to go to Tysons. I'm lucky that one of the metro stops is 
right in front of my office, but what about the other bus riders who's office isn't close to a metro stop, what 
are they supposed to do?  I would be in favor of increasing the bus far by $1-2 just to not get rid of the bus 
service. I have taken various buses from early to later in the morning and early afternoon to late evening and 
while some are fuller than others, the bus is never empty. I cannot imagine all those people having to find 
alternative means to get to work.  Please reconsider not removing the Tysons bus routes. This means of 
transportation is crucial to be able to effectively work in Tysons Corner.

Leesburg

A big thumb's up to adding service from Leesburg to Wiehle-Reston. The proposed 921 run leaving at 8:27 
a.m.will be perfect for my morning commute. Currently, I have to drive from Leesburg to Loudoun Station 
and either pay for the toll road or fight traffic on Route 7.

Leesburg

From my understanding, there is a proposal to eliminate the Tysons Express bus route.  I am vehemently 
 against this proposal.  I am a professional employee working for Freddie Mac Home Mortgage Company.  I 
take the Tysons Express bus 3 times a week for the past 4 years from Leesburg Park and Ride to West Park 
Station.  Please REJECT this proposal.

Leesburg
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I live in Ashburn and typically take the bus from the Leesburg Park and Ride into DC and get off at the 3rd 
and C stop.  First, I am very grateful for the bus service that is provided and it makes my commute so much 
more doable!  Second, I only have one suggestion that would make bus service, for me (and maybe others!), 
even more convenient.  (1)  Have an additional 805-like route leaving later in the afternoon.  The 805 is 
always standing room only by the time we leave the city and I think riders might appreciate another later 
leaving "express" bus around 4:30 or 4:45.  There are a few things I want to voice my support for in the 
changes and hope they stay: (1)  I am very much in approval of additional Silver Line runs from Goose Creek 
and I would start using that P&R more often with the proposed addition of runs to/from there. (More would 
even be better!!).  (2)  I also like that the schedule limits the number of stops between there and the Silver 
Line.  (3)  I like the options of taking the bus into the city and metro out of the city to and from Leesburg!!  I 
have always wished there was a later bus out of the city to accommodate dinners after work and now I have 
the option to take the metro home after bus service is over for the day.

Leesburg

I am not sure I am reading the Bus Biz correctly - are you saying that the evening return trips to Loudoun - 
Dulles North stops will now end at Weihle-Reston Metro station? Or just the Weihle-Reston service to be on 
the East side of the toll road? Please advise, for those of us who do not usually go to the Weihle-Reston 
metro at all, that's a little frightening. That one road to the parking garage could become an absolute 
nightmare, it can't handle the through-put of regular traffic, never mind adding the cars trying to park for the 
LC bus routes.

Other

1. West Falls Church number of trips is better increased to four.  I will take it (5:15am trip).  2. Trips to DC is 
useful for those who can use it.  I am glad you introduced it.  (I cannot take that trip because it does not go to 
Independence and 1st or 2nd street.  I still have to take the train to go to LC unless I walk).  3. May be you 
should try it for a month and then later, depending on the depending on the ridership, requests, emails, etc., 
you can adjust.  4. Silver Line trip takes an hour + to my trip to LC.  From West Falls Church, it only used to 
take 35-45 min.  May be it is going to be longer, because three trains running on the same track from Rosslyn.

Other

Let me start by stating I feel you are providing an excellent service to the community and that managing 
these schedules to meet everyone’s needs is a job I’d NEVER sign up to willingly perform.  Keep up the great 
work.   My one comment at this time relates to having to pay cash for certain trips.  Many of your riders 
receive pre-loaded fair cards and don’t have to rely on their own funds to participate in the mass 
transportation programs offered by their employers.  Are you considering having the contracted bus 
company install fare machines in their buses and vans?  Having to dip into our own funds could prove a 
problem for those struggling financially. 

Other
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I just moved last week into Aldie, which is covered by Dulles South Park and Ride. I commute to Arlington, so 
I have been riding Dulles South Commuter Bus to Rosslyn this week and it's been great. I also noticed Silver 
Line Connector to Wiehle-Reston station but it doesn't cover Dulles South. If you can consider to include 
Dulles South for Silver Line Connectors, I'd really appreciate it. By the way, if this comment channel is only 
for commuter and local buses and not for connectors, I apologize in advance.

Other

Received a phone call from a gentleman who is a Cascades rider.  He would like to see a 5:45am bus from 
Cascades to West Falls Church and a 7:30pm bus from West Falls Church to Cascades.  Cmk

Other

PM silver line connection from Wiehle to Broadland must start at 2:00pm instead 3:00pm.  So many people 
are complaining to wait an hour at the station for the commuter bus. 

Other

I was wondering if I could suggest discontinuing the Rosslyn stops since Rosslyn also has metro access.  In the 
morning the Rosslyn stop adds an additional 10-15 to the DC commute time.  This morning with a full bus 
only 4 people got off -- some days only 1-2 people get off at Rosslyn in the AM. My daily experience is the 
same for the afternoon run as well.

Other

I think the Crystal City Drive and 26th street stop should remain. Other
I am writing in regards to the Loudoun commuter buses using the 267 instead of Dulles access road lately. As 
you are aware hundreds of commuters are using the Loudoun county transit buses everyday. The recent 
change in the route for the buses to use 267 is causing a delay of at least 15 minutes everyday for hundreds 
of passengers. I understand that some of the commuters to Dulles airport have complained recently due to 
which this decision was made. These could be just couple of passengers or handful number of people as 
compared to the number of people who take bus everyday. Also, in the last few years of commute I have 
never seen the access road being backed up due to traffic. Secondly, instead of restricting the usage of the 
road altogether I was wondering if restricting the buses to one lane during the peak hours makes better 
sense. Thirdly, the last bus that goes to DC is at 8:30AM. In the worst case, the Dulles access road should be 
open at least for morning commuter buses going out to D.C. I hope you will consider these to make better 
judgment for Loudoun bus commuters.

Other
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My office is at 5th and E Street, NW – to which the closes stop is 4th &H or 3rd & C.  However, it takes 
sooooooo long to get to that stop that on most days I get off the bus at 17th & K Street and take the metro to 
my office. This costs me and additional $2.15 each morning. In the evenings, it takes significantly longer to 
catch a bus from 4th & H… so I often take the metro (switching from red line to orange/blue/silver line!) to 
Farragut West so I can catch a bus at 19th & I. This costs me an additional $2.15 each evening.  There is ONE 
bus in the afternoon that picks up at 4th and H and only goes to the Independence Avenue stops and then 
straight to Leesburg. It leaves at 3:40pm.  Would it be possible to add an additional bus later in the afternoon 
– maybe 4:30? – that also had this shortened route home?  Would it be possible to add a morning bus that 
also had this shorter route? Instead of taking Constitution Avenue and weaving all around DC, it could take 
Independence and just service those of us at the end of the line?

Other

I am requesting yet one more time hoping the change i am reqesting would be reflected in new schedule 
coming out in july.  It is really great that Navy yard stop has been added to RUN numbers 419W and 418W 
from leesburg in the morning schedule.  Waterfront is just the next stop to Navyyard and the bus  passes 
through Waterfront as well but the waterfront stop has not been added to these runs. Please add the 
waterfront stop to these runs as well. There is no change in the route and the bus passes the waterfront stop 
anyways.  It would be a big help if i could get down at waterfront  instead of  getting down at navyyard and 
then Paying more dollars to get to waterfront.  As already mentioned ,there is no change of route for the bus 
as it has to pass through the waterfront anyways.

Other

AM runs: Would be nice if the 925 could start 2-4 minutes earlier in order to make the 5:00am train out of 
Wiehle.  Trains run about every 15 minutes at that hour and we often have to run to catch the 5:00am train.  
PM runs: The early 926 runs, specifically the 3:48pm and 4:13pm runs create some issues due to Metro train 
arrivals.  Metro is running trains about 12 minutes apart early in the afternoon and have arrivals at 3:49pm, 
4:01pm, and 4:13pm.  The current schedule for buses departing at 3:55 and 4:20pm make this a perfect 
match and I would prefer if they be left the same.  Otherwise, 3:48 and 4:13 departure times will force riders 
of those buses to move their schedule departure from work by 12 minutes.

Other
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I want to suggest to have Local buses (Like Fairfax connectors) connecting from different communities in 
Ashburn, Brambleton to Dulles North, CFC.  We can have small buses (Fuel efficient) picking up passengers 
near by their communities (walkable distance from their homes) to the Park and Ride Bus Stops (Dulles 
North, CFC etc). This will definitely reduce the morning Traffic going out of Ashburn.  For example : On 
(Loudoun Valley route - WAXPOOL right turn Signal to merge on to 28 or goto Dulles North Park and Ride), 
there will be 1-2 mile stretch from 7 AM till 9 AM on weekdays.  If we have this connector buses every 10-15 
minutes during the morning rush hours and evening rush hours then definitely we can have more pollution 
free, Traffic free in Ashburn area keeping in mind the population growth in Ashburn area. 

Other

You do a great job for the people of Loudoun.  One idea to make it better: respectfully request you to add a 
Crystal Gateway North stop to LC Transit's Crystal City routes.  Proposed Location: a) Crystal Drive @ 12th St, 
or b) 12thSt at Long Bridge Dr; both stops are already en route to Pentagon.  Justification: - Increased 
ridership.  This stop is on the main route through Crystal City.  - Current route is poorly optimized.  Current 
northbound route through Crystal City inexplicably turns left too early to service northern end of Crystal City 
at all, and doesn't even stop until 12th & Eads.  - On main route to Pentagon.  OMNI Bus already utilizes this 
route successfully; their passenger/traffic studies would fully suggest the same routing for LC Transit.  LET'S 
KEEP LC TRANSIT GROWING BY (FINALLY) SERVING ALL OF CRYSTAL CITY!

Other

Thank you for sending the proposals around for public comment.  Possibly I am missing it, but I don't see any 
provision for service to workers who live and work in Loudoun County in our retail and restaurant 
establishments.  Is that correct?  Employees and employers in Loudoun would benefit from a focus on this 
demographic.  The economy would grow, and expenses to taxpayers for our low-income workforce would 
stabalize.  Please make this a priority.

Other

I'm extremely frustrated to see that the Cascades run is basically being eliminated.  Not only do the 2 buses 
you will have not be conducive to my work hours but you need to pay in cash. We get transit subsides that 
we have yo use the smart cards for NOT cash.  Explain to me now how I'm supposed to get to N Street NE, 
WDC by 6:30 am!!

Potomac Falls
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After reviewing the new draft I can only believe that who created this DOES NOT COMMUTE. It’s very easy to 
sit in your chair in your office in Loudon county and come up with such nonsense without regard to the 
people you actually serve?  Let me give you an example:   My husband and I commute from Great Falls Plaza 
(and have for 12 years) to (now) Wiehle-Reston East. We would normally catch the 904 at 6:34  get to Wiehle 
by about 6:54 and make it to McPherson Center and Metro Center (our stops) in time for my husband to be 
at work by 8am. Under the new plan, we would catch 903 at 6:39am in  the back lot of Great Falls Plaza 
arrive at Wiehle about 6:59am which is ok by starting to cut in close for getting to work on time.  Here is 
what really infuriates me:  in the evening I get off at 5pm walk across the street to Metro Center (meet my 
husband)  to go home, under the new plan my chooses are?  Take the train to Wiehle to catch the 904 at 
5:35pm - not a chance- at best it takes 41 minutes for Metro to reach Wiehle. So that’s out and what if Metro 
has a problem which happens daily and I miss the 904 at 5:35pm now I have no way to get back to Great Falls 
Plaza (only 2 buses) ?  So instead I take the train back to West Falls Church for the 902 at 5:40pm and Metro 
says  it should arrive at West Falls Church at anywhere from 5:29pm to 5:41pm (again if Metro has 
problems?) and I miss the 902 I get the pleasure of waiting 70 minutes for the next bus at 6:50pm? ARE YOU 
SERIOUS?  I have played nice and adjusted to you changes and lived with the consequences but no more!!!   
It’s not just moving buses around, your are screwing with people’s lives. These are people who leave their 
homes early in the morning  between 6am and if you have your way it could be after 7pm when they get 
home.  Did anyone think out the effect BEFORE  moving commuters to Wiehle-Reston in the first place? You 
left us standing out on the side of the road, in the rain, snow and cold for months now and you want to move 
the majority of us back to West Falls Church with limited service?  By the way, commuters don’t use CASH, 
they use Smartbenefits for the most part! Do you have any idea how much it cost to commute into the city 
each day?  And now you want to take away the pre-tax benefits as well?  Time to go to the Board of 
Supervisors  and to my Rep in Richmond. With this hair brained scheme of yours all your going to do is force 
more people to stop using buses and put them back on the roads!  A really not happy commuter!!!!

Potomac Falls

It appears that Loudoun Commuter Bus is trying to divert customers (like me) back to West Falls Church 
metro.  It means, Newly built Dulles metro project is a big waste of money.  I am going back to driving.  It is 
cheaper and convenient too.

Potomac Falls

An additonal thought is make the Potomac Falls Run (Cascades/OLOH/Lowes Island) only to and from those 
locations and WFC metro.  Operate every 25 minutes (or less 10 to 15 minutes if you can pull it off).  Start the 
87X Dulles Town Center to Wiehle earlier than 8:05,more like 5AM or 5:30AM and that bus just goes to 
Wiehle Reston. Operate every 25 minutes (or less 10 to 15 minutes if you can pull it off).  This would prevent 
people having to figure out which line to take and having an hour wait if they miss a bus at WFC or Wiehle.  
And this gives us a choice of if we want to use the silver or the orange line.

Potomac Falls
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While I applaud the change to add a couple of bus routes to DC directly, I believe that moving majority of the 
routes from Wiehle to West Falls Church is inconvenient because it is difficult for most commuters to 
determine what time a train will get to which station.  The number of times I have missed my bus in the past 
from West Falls Church in the past was ameliorated by the fact that I could take a bus to Reston town center.  
 Now I would have to backtrack on the metro to east falls church and hope to transfer in time to make it to 
Wiehle.  I find this mix and match will not be in anyone's interest.  Pick a destination and stick with it.  I 
would prefer Wiehle only.  

Potomac Falls

I would like to comment on the proposed Potomac Falls Schedule that is going to be implemented in July.  1)  

On the proposed schedule, the departure times from Lowes Island/Great Falls Plaza are 5:16, 6:11, 6:51, etc.  
Over the past few years, I have departed on the 5:57am bus, and now the 5:46 bus departing from Lowes 
Island.  With this new schedule, there is no departure time close to the previous times from this stop. Can 
you change the schedule so that there is a departure time somewhere around 5:45-6:00 from Lowes like 
there has been over the past number of years?   2)   I love it that you are adding direct routes to DC from 
Cascades but why are there only buses going to Independence Ave?  Can you PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE add one 
that goes to the N. Capitol stops like you currently have from Ashburn North?  I would absolutely LOVE it if 
you added one bus from Cascades that gave riders access to those stops. I know a number of riders who use 
the Cascades buses who would utilize a bus that accessed the N. Capitol/ H Street stops. Why only provide 
riders from Cascades access to one DC route?  Why not offer one to the current route you are proposing 
(18th, Kst, Independence Ave) and one to the other route (like 201E/301E from Dulles North) that stops at 
Independence, 3rd, N. Capitol and Hst?  I would be happy to talk with anyone at your office if you would like 
me to elaborate further.  Thank you for your consideration!

Potomac Falls

I have been commuting to Downtown DC (metro stop: Federal Triangle) from Sterling VA for 10 years.  I have 
found the commute bus-metro option that I have been relying on for the past 10 years is time consuming 
and not very inconvenient, compared to if I can ride the LC bus directly to DC.  So I am extremely pleases to 
see the proposal of adding 2 long-haul bus service to DC.   However, based on the proposed bus schedule, I 
can only rely on using the direct bus service either to work or come home, not both.   This is because I am on 
Federal Government compressed work schedule (i.e. I work 9 hr day).  If I take the later of the 2 morning 
buses to DC, I cannot not use the later of evening buses because the time different between them is suited 
only to people who work on a 8 hr day.  The number of Federal employees working on 9-hr day is significant, 
and the trend is growing.  Therefore, I’d like the country to consider modifying existing schedules to 
accommodate residents like me.   Ideally, I’d suggest to have a 3rd run to DC.

Potomac Falls
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I work for Census Bureau at Suitland MD.  I take commuter bus at Potomac Falls to go to Wiehle/Reston at 
5:46 am.  I come back to Potomac Falls between 5:00 and 5:50pm.  This is depending on Metro.  West Falls 
Church option will not work for me since it is expensive and time consuming.  If there is a bus from Potomac 
Falls to L'Fant Plaza, or Navy Yard or Water Front, I will definitely consider it.  Thanks again.

Potomac Falls

I currently live in Potomac Falls and would welcome the opportunity to travel directly into DC from this area. 
My office hours are 8:00-4:30 and I get off at 18th/G and take the bus home from 19th/H. Currently I take the 
bus from the Dulles North Transit Center but would welcome something closer to home.  I would not be 
interested in the bus/metro option as I hear the metro from Wiehle to Farragut West can take somedays 1.5 
hours. I do not have the flexibility due to dropping off and picking my children up from school.

Potomac Falls

I am a resident in the Potomac Falls neighborhood in Loudoun County and commute to Washington, DC 
every day. I currently have to drive to the Dulles North Transit Center to catch a LC bus that takes me to 
Washington, DC. The current Potomac Falls schedule does not coincide well with the metro schedule on my 
reverse commute and is not time efficient.  So please find my comments below on the initial proposed 
schedule for the Potomac Falls Commuter buses.  I would really like to see a long haul schedule from 
Potomac Falls to DC on a more regular basis, at a minimum, every half hour. As of now, I see that there are 
only two buses scheduled to go all the way into Washington, DC, buses #550 and #551, which are 1 hour and 
a half apart. Could one of the two buses both #901 go into DC?  Same for the reverse commute. Currently 
you show two buses both # 560 departing DC that are 2 hours apart and returning all the way to Potomac 
Falls. Could you schedule one bus every half hour from DC to return to Potomac Falls?  If you could do that, I 
would take the Potomac Falls commuter bus every day!

Potomac Falls

I like my comment noted that I much rather take a commuter bus into work than the metro.  I find the Potomac Falls
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Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the draft schedule for long-haul service from Potomac Falls to 
Washington, DC.  I have been a regular rider of LC Transit from Potomac Falls to West Falls Church from July 
2003 through summer 2014.  Once the Silver Line opened, I have been driving to Wiehle-Reston and riding 
the Silver Line.  This is because of better schedule flexibility, and shorter door-to-door commute from home 
to office.  My office is at the USDA South Building at 12th and Independence Ave., SW.  The bottom line is that 
it is much faster to drive to Wiehle-Reston and park rather than drive to the bus stop, wait for the bus, ride 
the bus, and walk to the train.  I can drive from my home in Countryside to Wiehle-Reston in 20 minutes 
easily, using route 28 and the Dulles toll road.   I am excited about the possibility of new long-haul service 
from Potomac Falls.  If it were implemented, I would definitely return to LC Transit, provided the following 
changes were made in the draft:  1.  Increase the number of runs substantially so that riders have flexibility / 
choices for AM and PM routes.  The only option that is even closely workable for me would be the 551 AM 
run and the 560 PM run, although that combination doesn’t allow me to really put in a full eight hour day.  
That’s a problem.  2.  My ideal commute would be a 7:15 AM departure from Lady of Hope, arriving 12th and 
Independence at 8:19 AM, with an evening departure of 5:15 PM from 12th and Independence arriving Lady 
of Hope at 6:23 PM.  With that schedule, and with alternate choices around it to allow for changes in 
business needs occasionally, I’d be back on board LC Transit.   I strongly recommend that you shift the vast 
majority of the Potomac Falls busses to long-haul service.  I’m confident that you would see increased 
ridership beyond what used to occur going into West Falls Church.  Thanks for your consideration.

Potomac Falls

I wrote a lengthy comment when the Whiele-Reston East service was being developed (below, which I 
resubmit for the record), stating how it would lengthen my commute and increase the cost 
substantially. That is in fact how it played out and I stopped riding the bus. For the last year I have been 
driving from Potomac Falls to downtown. I was very disappointed when the bus service dropped West Falls 
Church as a daily commuting option. I firmly believe there are some in the Transportation Office who see the 
Potomac Falls service as merely a pawn to the long haul service, filling in the schedule as the long haul 
service allows. The sheer volume of changes and experimentation with this service in the last 18 months 
should serve as evidence enough.  I strongly urge the transportation office to add a run from Potomac Falls 
to West Falls Church in the 7:00-7:15 timeframe. This allows those who report to work between 8:30 and 
9:00 sufficient time to commute without being rushed. There was previously a run that left Cascades at 7:08 
and OLOH at 7:14 that was PERFECT for those in this group. The current schedule does not address this 
window. I would be very likely to drop my car and again commute by bus if this run was restored.

Potomac Falls
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Thank you Loudoun Transit for re-visiting the schedules since the Silver Line opened.  I am in favor of the 
return of the 901 departing Lowes Island at 6:51 am and would most likely ride this bus to West Falls Church.    
 The long hauls from Potomac Falls into DC are interesting…though I am more likely to use the 901 (see 
above).  I am in favor of the return of the 902 departing West Falls Church at 5:40 pm and would most likely 
ride this bus to Potomac Falls.  One concern:  The next bus from WFC does not depart until 6:50 pm (and 
hour and 10 mins later).   As is sometimes the case, if Metro breaks down or is delayed, and the 5:40 bus is 
missed, then you have to wait a long time for the next one.  It looks like it is the same bus that returns to 
WFC an hour plus later and I realize shortage of buses may be the issue.  If a long haul doesn’t work out, then 
could that bus be used to provide a bus from WFC to Potomac Falls midway in time between 5:40 and 6:50 
pm, say 6:10 pm?  It would be great to return to WFC where, unlike at Weihle, there is a covered bus line 
waiting area and shelter (from the rain and cold winds)—this is a big plus.  Great work—thanks for all that 
you do.

Potomac Falls

There are many of us who need to commute to the Pentagon, Crystal City and Alexandria.  The $8 fare to 
Rosslyn is extremely steep when added to the Metro fare.  Makes public transportation way to expensive for 
most people.  On the Metro rail, metro buses, and Fairfax Connector busses there are senior rates.  Any 
chance of the Loudoun county system instituting Senior Fares?  It would make much more sense to send all 
the buses from Potomac Falls back to West  Falls Church.  The trip from Wiehle is extremely time consuming. 
 The bus was much quicker.

Potomac Falls

You heard my opinion yesterday but this is my husband’s opinion: solve your problems by sending all of the 
buses back to West Falls Church. Your proposed schedule leaves no room for error on the part of the Metro 
system and believe me they have more than their fair share of issues. You have limited service from West 
Falls Church and limited service from Wiehle? So what’s the point? I think your spreading your resources to 
thin trying to cover everything.  The long haul to DC not convenient by times or drop locations? No help 
there and not interested give the traffic issues for buses inside the city.  We prefer not going to Wiehle 
because it is more expensive and takes more time in the evening. We prefer to be home before 7pm.  I 
believe the drop in ridership is directly related to the bad feels created by “dumping” riders at Wiehle with 
no alternative and the fact that the timelines left riders either running like crazy to catch a bus that pulled 
out as they approached or standing exposed in the weather for long periods of time.

Potomac Falls

It is great to have West Falls Church trips added back. I am proposing that the timing be adjusted for the 
following trip:  AM: Instead of 6:11 a.m. from Great Falls Plaza, please make it 5:57 a.m. as before (i.e., prior 
to Silver Line).  PM: Instead of 4:11 p.m. from West Falls Church, please make it 4:00 p.m. as before (i.e., 
prior to Silver Line).  Thanks for your attention.

Potomac Falls
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The proposed changes look fine but for a few additions.  ADD on trip to WFC in the mornings from Cascades 
at exactly 5:45 am so that persons who miss L24 bu may catchup. They can get the 6:30 train from WFC.  Also 
in the PM schedules add one trip from WFC at 7:30 ao that last Bus catchers may have an extraa 16 minutes 
after overtime.

Potomac Falls

I would like to request the following changes to West Falls Church trip: AM: From Great Falls Plaza (front lot), 
instead of 6:11 a.m., please change the time to 5:57 a.m.  PM: From West Falls Church metro, instead of 4:10 
p.m., please change the time to 4:00 p.m.

Potomac Falls

I currently commute on the Potomac Falls bus line, leaving Cascades at 5:40 AM, to Silver Line Metro, and 
returning from Wiehle Silver Line Station on the 5:00 PM bus.  My final destination on the Metro is Union 
station.  It is such a shame that Louduon County is no longer willing to support long term West Falls Church 
commuters now that the Silver line is operational.  I have used the Loudoun County commuter bus to West 
Fall Church for more than 10 years.  The service was reliable and dependable with buses available almost 
every 20 minutes.  When the Silver line became operational, commute times increased,the cost went up, and 
the county commuter buses were replaced with uncomfortable local buses .  Such is progress and we 
adjusted.  Now Loudoun County is proposing an extremely commuter unfriendly schedule (http://va-
loudouncounty.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/View/113750).  We understand that Fairfax County is 
treating Loudoun County riders as second class citizens, forcing bus routes that add substantially to the 
commute time.  The resulting changes by Loudoun County negatively impact its commuters.  Rather than 
returning to the West Falls Church schedule that worked for so many years,  Loudoun County is now 
proposing a convoluted ragtag schedule with 3 distinct routing options that a typical commuter cannot 
interchange.  Instead of 6 or 8 reliable options (like we had when the buses ran to West Falls Church) on each 
leg of the commute, most commuters will now have only 1 or 2 options per leg of the trip.  If you miss your 
bus, there are few options and you are stranded.  Since there are only two pick up times at Wiehle, missing 
the first bus results in an hour wait for the next bus. Missing the second pick up time means you have to back 
track over 30 minutes on the metro to East Falls Church, then  transfer from the Silver Line to the Orange line 
to get to West Falls Church.  Then another wait for one of the few West Falls Church buses to Loudoun 
County.  I am very disappointed in this proposed schedule.  Comments: AM Schedule: - Using a cash only bus 
creates a significant burden on commuters that use a Smartcard. As a result I would avoid this bus.  I need to 
have a consistent way to pay for my commute.  If I forget to put a 1 dollar bill in my wallet, I have no way to 
get home from Wiehle.  My only choice is to back track to another station (over 30 minutes away and a 
transfer to the Orange line) to get a bus that takes the Smartcard.  - The long haul bus goes nowhere near 
where I work, making the commute longer and more complex.  I lose 2 commute 

Potomac Falls
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be to drive the few remaining users of the service away.  Recommendation: - If WFC is an option, just return 
to the old WFC schedule.  It worked for most people and everyone was generally happy with it.  Adding the 
long haul buses just limits the options for metro users. I have never heard any existing user of the bus talk 
about this option.  You need reliable and regular service to and from metro first, then add long haul buses.  If 
you are going with long haul buses, then dump metro all together.  - If you used the long haul buses to 
service WFC, you could easily fill in the service gaps and return to the original WFC schedule.  - If WFC is not 
an option, turn left rather than right at Wiehle. If you turn left you pass over 66 and can quickly get on that 
road.  Turning right brings you to 66 the back way adding 10-15 minutes of drive time (depending on traffic).  
Final Thoughts: - Whatever you do, please do not implement this schedule.  It will serve no one well.  It is 
complicated, tries to serve too many interests, but results in serving no ones interest.  - The return trips 
appear somewhat reasonable.  But there is no slack.  If Metro is delayed (even 10 minutes) you could end up 
with a hour delay between buses and may have to get back on the metro to return to another metro station 
to get the next bus.  - The proposed changes will further increase door to door commute time, making the 
Loudoun bus option even less viable than it is today - driving even more people away.  - What we have today 
is not perfect, but the proposed schedule improves nothing and makes a bad situation worse.  - The current 
schedule is far superior to the proposed schedule.  It seems like you are trying to drive people away from this 
bus route rather than improve the current commuting experience.  Why not go back to what was working - 
return to the old WFC schedule.  Just hit the reset button.

Potomac Falls

Transit Comment: I currently take the Potomac Falls run to Wiehle Reston East from Lowes Island at 5:46 AM 
Monday thru Friday of each week with a return trip at 4:10 to Lowes Island.  Draft schedule has a 901 run at 
6:11 AM from Lowes Island.  Previously, before the Silver Line, we had a 5:57 AM to West Falls Church and it 
worked out well and the number of folks using that line was large every day.  I would recommend not using 
the 6:11 AM and instead use a 5:57 AM to West Falls Church like we did before or we are already using a 
5:56 AM to Wiehle so why not use a 5:46 AM to West Falls Church.  On the return trip 902 always left at 4:00 
PM recommend using that time to get back to Lowes Island in lieu of the proposed 4:10 PM time.  Your 
consideration is appreciated.

Potomac Falls
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took effect. But going on memory I know the ridership for morning and evening was much, much higher. A  
good educated guess was that an average in the early morning was 25 to 30. Inthe evening the buses were 
almost always ¾ full which would be approximately 50 riders. That’s quite a drop off. It would stand to 
reason you should really look hard at going back to the old West Falls Church route and schedule. It would 
seem you should have made money on this and the commuters seemed to me generally happy with this 
arrangement. If the Loudoun County Transportation Departmenttruly has the commuters best interest in 
mind they will go back to this schedule.  If not you need to give some really, really good answers as to why 
you cannot. Because I am quite sure if the proposed schedule is implemented then ridership will fall even 
further and that much more traffic will be on the roads. That’s something this area cannot take.

Potomac Falls

the 19:15 bus.  v. You need to provide departure times from WFC similar to those that are currently provided 
out of Wiehle-Reston.

Potomac Falls

My comments are: 1. Restore the services just like last year (before the Silver line opening).  2. Increase the 
frequency of service.  3. Do not split the service for Wiehle-Reston East station. All buses should run to West 
Falls Church station. Change the destination from WR to WFC and adjust the bus schedule for the Orange line 
train schedule.  It would be great if we can restore the service just like before.  Less travel time!

Potomac Falls

I use the Lowe's Island lot in the morning and afternoon and i will not be able to use the cash only buses. 
Please do not use cash only bus. If this is your plan please post these proposals on the buses before 
approval. I think the regular morning ride...  Also, the proposed schedule would have me taking wiehle in the 
morning and west falls church in the afternoon.  I would prefer to have more wiehle options in the evenings 
and have the trip travel time complaints addressed at the metro station level not at the bus route level.  
What would help commuters like me would be to eliminate the duplicate stops between the orange and 
silver line.  i need a train at a transfer point like metro center where the silver line completely skips the stops 
between metro center up to west falls church and west falls church would serve as a transfer point between 
the silver and orange.  Those that take the silver line in the afternoons are riders trying to get to loudoun.  If 
people want get to fairfax they should take the orange line.  

Potomac Falls

The proposed draft schedule would force me to drive.   I work at Union Station and my hours are 7am-
4:30pm.  I currently commute to and from Lowes Island.  The 6:11am bus to West Falls Church is too late.  
There should be an option for an earlier bus from Lowes Island to West Falls Church.  The afternoon schedule 
should have more bus runs from West Falls Church in the afternoon.  It often takes me 2 hours to commute 
home now because metro arrives at Wiehle at 5:25pm just as the bus is leaving.  Please reconsider the draft 
schedule from Lowes Island.

Potomac Falls
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I am glad to see the draft of service starting July 6th to DC from Potomac Falls.  We discussed in the Bus with 
various other riders, everyone is excited, however I am not sure how to capture back the riders who gave up 
the bus after the switch over from West Falls Church to Wiehle.  You may have to accelerate the 
communication to wider commuter community for letting them know of this big change.

Potomac Falls

Good afternoon we saw the propose schedule and we all talked about it by the way we are the 5:46am from 
lowes island front lot daily.  Now we are asking instead of 5:16am in lowes island going to DC is there anyway 
you guys can make that to 5:30am at least coz 5:16am is too early for us .. Please let me know so i can tell all 
my bus mate.

Potomac Falls

Bus 87X - Dulles Town Center to Wiehle (new park and ride). I then looked at the 87X schedule which will go 
every 25 minutes directly to Wiehle as an option.  It would be a great option for me except it starts at 
8:05AM!  That really doesn’t work for most commuters.  I’m happy this bus runs all day and Saturday- that is 
a huge plus but I highly recommend this bus start at 5AM or 6AM at the latest.

Potomac Falls

Do all of your riders return home every day at the same time?  I do not and many of the individuals who I 
ride with each morning do not.  Let me first address your proposed morning schedule.  It offers only one 
option to riders like myself who report to work at 6:30 am.   This is to travel to Roslyn at twice the price of 
my current bus commute.   What happened to the convenience of the much closer Wiehle-Reston 
Station???!!!   The Silver Line was a breath of fresh air to many of us in the Loudoun County.  Your proposed 
new Commuter bus schedule vanquishes this option for riders in the Potomac Falls area.  

Potomac Falls
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As of July 6, your proposed new schedule increases my daily commute cost by $4.00 per day.  As such, the 
necessary question is whether your proposed schedule provides added support to your riders.  It does not. 
 Far from it, the current proposal provides only unworkable options to riders in the Potomac Falls region in 
spite of the very reasonable commuting options that Metro provides. Your proposed afternoon schedule 
assumes that your riders know exactly the time they will leave work every day.  Otherwise we now have to 
figure out what Metro station to exit (and thus which Metro line to take) depending on our exit time.  This is 
an unworkable plan for MANY of us.  I changed from VRE commuting to Metro when the Silver Line option 
became a reality BECAUSE of the dependable and reasonable options provided by Loudoun County for the 
bus commute to and from the Metro.   Particularly to and from the Silver Line.  This proposed schedule will 
likely result in my return to VRE commuting which now provides better commuting options. It is a shame 
that someone has not thought through what this schedule means to your riders. Allow me to give you one 
example, mine: I currently commute from and to the commuter parking lot at Our Lady of Hope Church to 
Union Station. Starting on July 6, assuming your proposed new schedule, if the rider (myself and many 
others) need to be at work by 6:30am and currently depends on the Loudoun County Potomac Falls 
Commuter Bus, you MUST board the 550 bus and travel to Roslyn at twice the current cost. Now, the day has 
ended.  If, like me, you depart some days at 3:30pm, some days at 4:00pm and other days stay later due to 
work demands, you now have to figure out how long it will take you to arrive at either Roslyn, West Falls 
Church or Wiehle-Reston in order to board the bus home.  Otherwise, prepare to wait - a very long time!!  Oh 
yes, your Commuter bus ride home is also now twice what it used to be!!!  This plan DOES NOT WORK.  If it 
goes into effect as proposed, I will no longer be using Loudoun County commuter bus service, will revert 
back to VRE commuting, and will remember this when election time comes.

Potomac Falls

 2. Why is Loudoun giving up bus time slots at Wiehle Avenue? Our tax dollars (Federal and County taxes) 
paid for and are paying for the Metro extension and the county should be offering more service to it and not 
less.

Potomac Falls

Just wanted to let you know how disappointed myself and fellow riders are with the proposed changes.  It 
seems like Loudoun County is trying to discourage riders and promote the use of cars. There are inadequate 
return trips to Our Lady of Hope, there needs to be other options for earlier return trips. All buses need to 
accept smart trip cards as Employers DO NOT issue cash to their employees. Bus bay at Wiehle is on the 
wrong side , causing increase in travel time that would be easily fixed if the bay was on the other side and 
could get right back on the toll road instead of being routed through the neighborhood.  In this day and age 
of promoting a Car Free Diet these changes seem to drop the ball. 

Potomac Falls

2. How can you go from 9 trips each way per day to 2?  People rely on this service to get to work and if you 
are not near any of the few intersections in DC, you don't have too many options.

Potomac Falls
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 4. Why are there any buses being proposed that are cash only?  This is not feasible for most including myself. Potomac Falls

6. I understand that due to the slowness and frequent stops on the silver line, its faster to take a bus to West 
Falls Church than a bus to Wiehle through to West Falls Church.

Potomac Falls

I'm writing in response to the proposed bus schedule changes that Loudoun County is proposing to its 
Potomac Falls route. My reaction is basically "is this a joke?"  Who is running this operation?  If the county is 
so strapped for money, why does it continue to operate large travel buses on the Cascades route when that 
route is smaller?  What a colossal waste of resources.  The regular buses are usually almost filled.  Why blow 
money and fuel costs on large commuter buses that aren't?  All this change is going to do is make my 
commute, and that of the other Cascades passengers more stressful and expensive.  Only a couple total rush 
hour buses from Lowes Island?  Seriously?  And the last one is so close to when people are already well on 
their way to work that's it's essentially useless.  No Smartcard access either on the proposed 903 route?  
What is this, the mid-20th century?  And the buses coming back from WR to Cascades are stupidly early in 
the afternoon forcing  riders to go to Falls Church and pay more.  What a scam.  Loudoun county transit 
should be ashamed.  Thank you for screwing with and decreasing my public transit options while hitting my 
wallet.  I will be sure to seriously consider moving out of the county.  Do NOT implement this plan. I'm sure 
coming up with smarter more creative solutions to whatever budget issues the County is facing is beyond its 
grasp. Whoever came up with this schedule and fare structure should be fired or voted out.

Potomac Falls
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I was told to contact you to voice my concern regarding the new proposed Loudoun County Bus schedule for 
Potomac Fall.  My personal views:  As a commuter into Washington, DC from Sterling, VA Monday through 
Friday, and a signal parent of high school aged children, I can’t begin to express my disappointment 
regarding this proposed bus schedule.  It’s simply not customer service friendly and is unreliable on multiple 
levels.  I rely (heavily) on the Loudoun Bus Service and employ you and your staff to please review the draft 
and come up with better options.  Your customers days are complicated enough.  I understand that your 
company thinks changes are warranted, however these changes are very-very drastic.  On a personal note; 
my day currently begins at 3:50AM.  I rely on the 5:46AM Bus from Lowes Island to get me to the Wiehle-
Reston Station.  From Wiehle-Reston, I have another 37 minute commute to Foggy Bottom (on a good train 
day) then a 15 minute walk to the Department of State Building – allowing me to arrive at work at 7AM.  
Using the new proposed schedule options, I would have to leave my home a half hour earlier to catch a 
commuter bus to the Department of State building (meaning I now have to get up at 3:25AM), truthfully – 
the new morning commute would be miserable however, due-able.  And to be able to select this new 
commute option would depend if my supervisor agrees and allows me to “once again” to change my work 
schedule to accommodate my “bus schedule” getting me in the office at 6:15AM.  Also to mention, I would 
loose connection with my “bus-buddies” on my the morning and afternoon commute…of whom are also 
very disappointed with this new draft bus schedule.   I know this may not matter to you however it is my 
daily routine, and it’s critical to not only me but to my family.  The afternoon draft schedule is just a 
nightmare.  I included Beth Erickson’s email below because it really explains what many of your customer 
will have to contend with in the morning and especially the afternoon.  How are we supposed to get home? 
and does anyone realize the extra time added to each of our days?  Also, I would like to point out the 
additional financial obligation this new schedule imposes… it’s a hardship on your customers.  Again, I 
understand changes happen…but, if you find some way to leave the Potomac Falls bus runs alone your 
customers would be very grateful.  There are many customers (bus-mates) who are saying the same things 
and hopefully will contact you to also voice their opinions.

Potomac Falls

Here are my comments on Potomac Falls route: ·  No to WFC drop off and pickups. Buses have more risk 
getting delayed in traffic. Plus orange line is more crowded than Silver.  ·  Focus on trips to and from 
downtown DC and Wiehle-Metro.  Suggested Schedule AM: 5:30 to Downtown *  6:15 to Downtown *  6:30 
to Wiehle Metro  6:45 to Wiehle Metro  7:30 to Wiehle Metro  7:45 to Wiehle Metro  8:00 to Wiehle Metro  
8:15 to Wiehle Metro.  ·  * Okay with making all AM trips to Wiehle-Metro if it increases frequency.  
Suggested Schedule PM: 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:15, 5:30, 5:45, 6:15 and 7:00 all pickups from Wiehle-Metro 
to Potomac Falls.  ·  Reduces risk of buses getting caught in afternoon DC traffic  ·  Allows for more frequent 
shuttle service from Metro to Potomac Falls area.

Potomac Falls
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Please add one more 902 bus between 5.40PM and 6.50PM.  If you miss 5.40 due to regularly irregular metro 
service, you’re stuck for more than an hour.

Potomac Falls

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft schedule. I am responding to your Buz Biz emails of 
20150427 at 1715 and 20150429 at 0932.  1. I have been riding the bus for about nine years. Until the Silver 
line changes, the bus service completely met my needs, was on time and efficient, and I was very satisfied 
with it. Unfortunately, changes imposed on riders to accommodate the silver line made every aspect of my 
commute significantly worse, particularly because it now costs more and takes longer. Further:  a. At Wiehle-
Reston, we get to stand and wait in the rain and hot afternoon sun, compared to being under a cover at West 
Falls Church.  b. There are too few fare gates at Wiehle-Reston, and they work slower than the gates at older 
stations. This produces lengthy lines to exit every afternoon.  c. There is no signage or schedule information 
to aid riders, particularly new riders.  2. Loudoun County took a great service and broke it to force people to 
ride the silver line. I understand bus ridership is down by 60 percent. Any cheering about the success of the 
silver line should be tempered by the fact that you forcibly removed our option to take the orange line and 
created dissatisfaction in the process. You will probably lose one more rider with the proposed schedule, and 
I urge you to make changes to hopefully replicate as much as possible the service you used to provide to 
West Falls Church. Just go back to what you once had.  3. You should be aware that in the days since you 
released the draft schedule, there has been substantial discussion of it on every bus, with nobody of whom I 
am aware has expressed the slightest happiness with the proposal, and much discontent and dissatisfaction 
about it. I cc’d Suzanne Volpe on this e-mail, as this issue seriously impacts a number of voters in her district, 
as well as Scott York.  4. These are my specific comments on the proposed schedule, which cuts the number 
of runs by one-half, replaces convenient times with those that are not, and poses excessive costs.  a. The 
cash-only service makes Routes 903 and 904 a complete deal-breaker. I have no interest in this service and 
most likely would not use it.  i. I cannot use my subsidized commuting money and have to pay completely 
out of my own pocket.  ii. I do not care to have to carry a bunch of $1 bills all the time and do not want the 
additional hassle of getting them to ride the bus.  iii. I suggest that if a bus contractor wants our business, 
they should be required to accept SmartTrip cards.  iv. These routes still leave unresolved the three issues 
with the Wiehle-Reston station itself.  b. I have no interest in 
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Please consider the following before you finalize bus service changes: 1. “Cash Only” Buses - much effort has 
been made to use the SmarTrip card for all modes of transportation throughout the DC region.  This has 
really helped speed things up when boarding buses.  Additionally, many riders receive government/business 
subsidies on these cards.  Reverting to “cash only” is not only a step back technologically, but will probably 
reduce ridership (I have already heard several comments from people in line that they won’t use the service 
if they can’t use a Smart Card).  Please continue SmarTrip card access on all bus service provided by Loudoun 
County.  2. Potomac Falls Bus Service - the Wiehle-Reston Metro stop is the closest major DC feeder node to 
the Potomac Falls community.  This location gives riders the most flexibility regarding both access to the 
entire DC region and availability of service from an hours-of-operation perspective. Loudoun transit 
resources should be used to maximize access to this location.  Its proximity to Potomac Falls allows the 
frequent runs available on the the current schedule, which is excellent.  Even if a rider should miss a bus 
home, it is not a great hardship to be picked up from W-R.  Switching service back to the WFC metro stop 
would be a great step backward in rider convenience and flexibility.  Please keep the current Wiehle-Reston 
Metro stop bus service from Potomac Falls, especially the early runs.  3. “Long Haul” Bus Service from 
Potomac Falls - while long haul bus service makes sense from western Loudoun County, such runs into DC 
from Potomac Falls are hard to understand.  Such runs give almost no flexibility for riders regarding 
availability of service and at a greatly increased cost.  Missing a bus is a major issue.  Again, transportation 
resources to/from Potomac Falls should be used to feed the Metro.  Please do not implement long-haul bus 
service from Potomac Falls to DC. Use these resources to continue to support Metro access.  4. Dulles Town 
Center to Wiehle-Reston Metro stop (87x) - great idea, but again, please require SmarTrip card access on 
these buses.  Again, the current Potomac Falls bus service to the Wiehle-Reston Metro stop makes sense and 
is excellent.  Please retain it, especially the early morning runs.

Potomac Falls
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I am disappointed to see the changes in the commuter bus routes for the Potomac Falls area.  I work in 
Tyson's Corner and live in Cascades.  I don't leave for work until 8:45 and can't use the commuter bus since 
the last run from Cascades to Reston is 8:17am.  I was hoping with the opening of the Wiehle stop, the 
commuter bus options would become more popular and Cascades would get more service during the day.  
What it looks like is happening is that all the buses West of Cascades in Loudoun are readjusting their routes 
to terminate at Wiehle and crowding our bus service out of the Reston metro stop bus bays.  There may be 
additional riders, who work in Tysons like myself, who are taking advantage of the Wiehle stop and the 
proposed changes may cause these riders to pile back onto Route 7 for the car commute to Tyson's.  Moving 
our routes down to West Falls Church, adding $2 to our bus fares if we decide to ride to West Falls Church, 
and only having two runs to Wiehle is a step in the wrong direction for me and others like me who want to 
use public transit, but work outside of the beltway.  Loudoun County needs more commuter bus options not 
fewer.

Potomac Falls

Well, it looks like I will again be giving Fairfax County my commuting dollars. After finally settling into a nice 
routine riding the abundant number of both a.m. and p.m.runs from Cascades/Potomac Falls to Wiehle 
Reston East, you guys are blowing up this service. Why? Why?  Because there aren't enough bus bays at 
Wiehle/Reston East? Really?  I know ridership on the runs is sometimes sparse, but have you thought about 
marketing the service? How bout a kiosk at the mall or at Great Falls Plaza or Cascades Town Center? Every 
since I have been riding the LC buses, I've seen the ridership increase. Give it a chance why don't you. You 
just started the new runs in February!  I really enjoyed riding the Cascade/Potomac Falls runs. It finally 
worked and made sense with the opening of the Silver Line. What happened?  Hello Fairfax Connector.

Potomac Falls

You asked for comments re times, stations, etc.  Needlesstosay, I can only speak for myself regarding times 
so what works for me is getting me from Potomac Falls to the Reston metro by 5:30am in order to make the 
5:41 metro or getting to the WFC station by 5:45am.  In the afternoon, I’d like to see a bus leaving Reston at 
5:00 that goes back to Potomac Falls.  If I had to leave in the afternoon from WFC, than a bus leaving there at 
4:45 would probably work.  I have absolutely no use for the long haul DC run from Potomac Falls.

Potomac Falls

3. I understand the need to provide additional options and save costs but the options proposed are neither 
flexible no efficient.  

Potomac Falls
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After reviewing the new schedule for Potomac Falls, I’m ever more frustrated.  In order for me to get to my 
office on time, I’ll now have to take the long haul 550 bus and get off at some street in DC near a metro.  
From talking with people on the Potomac Falls run, I haven’t come across anyone that wanted a long haul 
bus put on the route – so much for opening up the Reston metro!  As getting to work is now more of a 
hassle, getting home is even worse.  The only bus I can get that somehow fits my schedule is from WFC that 
would take me back to Our Lady of Hope and leaves WFC at 5:15.   For me, this means I must wait 45 minutes 
at WFC for a bus.  This is ridiculous.  I can’t even begin to fathom the methodology that went into creating 
this schedule.    As for the Atlantic Avenue bus depot that is being built across from the Dulles Town Center – 
why are you not having buses leaving earlier to get people to the Reston Station.  I along with many other 
passengers are now figuring out ways to get to work that does not include Loudoun County Transit.  I’d 
rather pay to park in the Reston Metro lot then spend valuable time waiting around for a bus to pick me up 
at WFC.  I’ve been using Loudoun County Transit for almost 14 years now, appears I’m being forced to find a 
new alternative.

Potomac Falls

1.  The options for departing WFC in the evening are too few and too far in between.  You basically have 2 
prime time runs (5:15 and 5:40). Those will not be able to handle the volume and if a commuter misses the 
5:40, he's faced w an hour and 10 minute wait?  How's that gonna work?   2.  The basic problem is, in the 
evening, one cannot predict w certainty when he will arrive at a bus departure due to the uncertainty  of 
Metro schedule reliability.  (Obviously, the same does not hold true in the am).   The evening departures 
need to alow for this and the two prime time departures noted above do not.  If Metro is delayed, you will be 
faced w 100+ people fighting to get on the 5:40 lest they have to wait another 70 minutes?  Not gonna work.  
Having two departure points for returning buses (on two separate Metro lines) complicates this problem.  
You have to be lucky in picking th eright line and hoping that Metro is running close to schedule because 
missing a bus means naother one could be an hour away. The solution is to have all evening departures from 
WFC w 15 -30 minute intervals similar to the old schedule and abandon Wiehle.  Will the buses to/from 
WFC be the newer ones (w bike racks!!) or the older touring buses (no bike racks)?  I would like to start 
bringing my bike again.

Potomac Falls

For my personal consideration, I prefer going into DC directly, but the two drafted  DC  buses are either too 
early (for federal workers), or too late. The best schedule is somewhat between 6:00am and 7:00am. My 
second choice is West Falls Church. And I will use the Reston Metro bus for return trip, as DC bus will be 
crowded and jammed by traffic.

Potomac Falls
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options. - The long haul buses cost more than the existing commute.  - Cascades departure times keep 
getting earlier and earlier.  When WFC was in service, bus departure was at 5:50 AM.  Then changes were 
made to depart at 5:40 AM.  Now departure is at 5:24 AM.  This has increased my commute time in the 
morning by 26 minutes - it has not resulted in me arriving at work earlier.  PM Schedule: - 
As discussed above, the long haul buses do not service my commute eliminating 2 commuting options.  - 
The afternoon bus options are complicated and risky.  If metro is delayed or I am delayed in getting out of 
the office, my commute is extended by almost an hour.  For example if I miss the 4:30 at Wiehle, I will have 
to wait a full hour before my next bus option is available.  - The original West Falls Church schedule had 
buses leaving almost every 20 minutes starting at 4:40 though almost 7:00 PM. The first proposed bus is now 
5:40, the next bus is 70 minutes later and next bus after that is 25 minutes later.  - Given the current 
schedule, I will get home at 5:55 PM best case, worst case, 6:20 PM.  With the original WFC schedule, I got 
home around 5:20 PM (using the WFC 4:40 bus) or a little before 6:00 when I took the 5:00 PM bus.  My 
afternoon commute has increased by almost 40 minutes.  Total increase in commute time due to the Silver 
line is almost an hour.  And for this extra commuting time, I get to pay an additional $1 or so each way.  
General Comments: - I have been riding the Loudoun bus over 10 years (best guess).  When at WFC, the bus 
left pretty much every 20 minutes.  This allowed me the flexibility to get home at a reasonable time with a 
number of choices to accommodate service interruptions on the metro and/or working late if needed.  - The 
proposed schedule is a collection of choices that may meet some people's specific needs but does not 
provide basic reliable transportation.  I have one or two buses that are viable.  If I miss one, it is tough luck 
on me.  With the old WFC schedule, all choices were viable.  - Unfortunately, the schedule that you are 
proposing is so risky for me, missing a single bus could result an hour delay before the next bus is available.  
A 10 minute delay on the metro could easily result in an hour delay in the availability of the next bus.  - I 
have almost no choice other than drive to the metro and park.  This is something I absolutely do no want to 
do.  But the proposed schedule is so commuter unfriendly, I will have no choice.  My net increased cost to 
park at metro will be $624 per year.  - With a proposed schedule so commuter unfriendly, the result will 
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I have reviewed the proposed Potomac Falls schedule and have the following comments noted below. I have 
been riding the county bus service to commute to Washington DC for the last 14 years.  1. Breaking the bus 
service into (3) “different” means of commuting is offering different options but is not offering flexibility. For 
example in the afternoon, if you miss the 5:35 bus leaving Wiehle Ave., there are no additional options but 
to get back on Metro back to East Falls Church and then take Metro to West Falls Church. Additionally, If you 
miss the 5:40PM bus leaving West Falls Church or the 4:30 leaving Wiehle, you must wait 1:10 minutes and 
1:05 minutes respectively unit the next bus. Metro is notorious for delays, without offering additional time 
slots, riders will be forced to have excessive wait times or leave the bus service and find different means to 
commute.  2. Why is Loudoun giving up bus time slots at Wiehle Avenue? Our tax dollars (Federal and 
County taxes) paid for and are paying for the Metro extension and the county should be offering more 
service to it and not less.  3. If a reduction to Wiehle is required, has the Commuter Bus Board given 
consideration to moving the entire service back to West Falls Church like it was before the opening of Metro 
to Wiehle Ave?

Potomac Falls
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The changes proposed are terrible. They have little to no flexibility. Especially the afternoon schedule. For 
example the 902 in theafternoon has a departure time of 4:10 at West Falls Church. The next one isn’tuntil 
5:15 pm. How is that helpful to the commuter? If you just miss that bus then you are left with an hour wait. 
That’s unacceptable! Yes you can go on toWiehle but that bus leaves at 4:30 pm and if you should just miss 
that one,again you have to wait over an hour. Totally unacceptable! This leaves thecommuter trying to guess 
which Metro line they should take, Silver or Orange? As we all know Metro isn’t that reliable and there is 
always a good possibility ofa getting to your arrival station later than you would want.  If Loudoun is 
determined to send buses to both West Falls Church and Wiehle then there must be more buses. Not one in 
the 4 pmhour and then one in the 5 PM hour.  Also why are there long haul buses, the 560, being 
proposedfor the Potomac route? These are more costly to the rider, $8, and take longer. These should be 
dropped for more routes to the Metro stations. They serve the same purpose without being more costly to 
the commuter. As an example if Iwould commute using the 560 my ride would cost me $16 a day. Right now 
for me using the bus and Metro it is $13.90. So that’s $2 more a day and over a monthof 20 days that is $40. 
That adds up over the course of a year.  My proposal is why not go back to the way it was before the Silver 
Line schedule came out last year? Going to the West Falls Church stationwas less costly for most commuters. 
For me riding the metro from West FallsChurch to Rosslyn is $3.35 one way. Going from Wiehle to Rosslyn is 
$5.90 oneway. That’s quite a difference when you consider an entire year’s worth offares. When the West 
Falls Church route was stopped last year I was paying$10.90 per day in commuter costs. With the added 
fares from Wiehle it is now$13.90. I suspect many other commuters who go further into DC have had higher  
increases than myself. This of course has lead to a severe decrease inridership for your Potomac Falls routes. 
I looked at your latest statistics for riders, which was February 2015. I took the stats from the early morning 
and early afternoon routes which is the ones I normally take. For February 2015 forthe early morning route 
you had a total of 150 riders over 18 dates ( I leftoff Feb 18 as that was a severe snow day and few went to 
work) for an average of 8 riders per day. For the two early afternoon routes you had 321 riders over 18 dates 
for an average of 18 riders per day. Unfortunately you don’t have the stats that go back to last year before 
this route 
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the proposed long-haul routes (550 and 560) and do not expect to ever use them.   i. None of these routes 
have any stops near where I work in DC.  ii. The morning Route 550 is way too early.  iii. The morning Route 
551 is too late.  iv. The afternoon Route 560 is too early.  v. The afternoon route 560 does not go past any 
place where I could catch it.  c. The cost of the proposed WFC routes, at $3 each way, provide a substantial 
incentive to drive my own car, because the cost of fuel and parking for me will be roughly equivalent to 
taking the bus, parking is no longer a problem at WFC, and I can come and go without worrying about 
missing the bus.  i. The fare one-way for the 903 and 904 Routes, and for Routes 87X, 89X, Broadlands, and 
Harmony is only $1. Why is there an unreasonable and unjustifiable discrimination against residents in the 
Algonkian area that we have to pay three times as much as other Loudoun riders? The cost to get to WFC 
should be the same as the cost to get to the silver line, and the same as for other Loudoun County residents 
taking commuter busses to Metro.  ii. If your goal is to further reduce ridership and drive people back to cars, 
raising fares and making them pointedly unfair offers a good way to achieve this.  iii. I remind you of a basic 
principle of sales, specifically that whether county employees feel a $3 fare is a fair price is irrelevant, and 
what matters is the perspective of your customers. It appears that by riders voting with their feet, your 
service is not meeting rider expectations.  d. The morning schedule to WFC (Route 901) could work for me, 
but there are only two times at Our Lady of Hope (06:08 and 06:48) that I would use.  i. I would prefer a 
departure around 06:30 instead of 06:48.  ii. However, taking the bus in the morning depends on being able 
to get home.  e. The afternoon schedule (Route 902) is almost completely unacceptable, and the second 
reason (besides cost) that I would probably drive instead of taking the bus.  i. I would most likely never take 
the 16:10 bus, as I normally leave my office at 16:30 at the earliest.  ii. The 17:15 bus might work, but is really 
tight for when I normally leave my office. I would probably end up waiting the 25 minutes for the 17:40 bus, 
which would be acceptable.  iii. The 17:40 would probably be my target bus, but then there is a 70 minute 
gap after until the next bus at 18:50. If I miss the 17:40 bus, I will have an unacceptably long wait with no 
alternatives but an expensive taxi. This length of wait makes taking this bus an unacceptable option. The 
busses need to be no more than about 20 minutes apart.  iv. I would hope not to be getting home so late 
that I would take .

Potomac Falls
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I have ridden Loudoun County commuter buses since 2008 and have been very pleased with the service. In 
2008-2009, I lived in Leesburg and rode the long-haul buses. I moved to Sterling/Potomac Falls in 2009 and 
began riding the commuter buses to West Falls Church and then to Wiehle-Reston stations when the buses 
began to service that station primarily. Here are the proposed changes. The following is copied from your 
website at http://www.loudoun.gov/index.aspx?NID=297. In addition, I have attached the draft schedule.  
“The Potomac Falls service will receive a major overhaul.  To help free-up bus bay space at the Wiehle-
Reston East metro station, existing service to Wiehle-Reston East will be reduced from 9 trips to 2. Long-haul 
service to Washington D.C. and trips to the West Falls Church metro station will be added. Please note that 
the 2 AM buses to the Wiehle-Reston metro station and the 2 PM buses from the Wiehle-Reston East metro 
station are being operated by the local bus provider and are cash only. The local buses do not have fareboxes 
installed on them.”  The buses are generally economical (especially compared with the cost of driving to and 
parking in Washington, DC) and provide a safe, comfortable ride. Having said that, I am in strong opposition 
to the proposed (draft) changes to the Potomac Falls commuter bus service that are scheduled to go into 
effect on 6 July 2015. I will expound on each of my objections. - Loudoun County did not take a good survey 
of commuter bus riders. Yes, there was a survey of commuting patterns a few weeks ago that was 
distributed. I completed it as did most other riders I saw, but I find it difficult to believe that Loudoun County 
was able to distribute the survey, analyze the results, and complete a proposed new schedule on such a 
short schedule. In addition, the survey addressed commuting patterns (e.g., where and how riders arrived at 
the park and ride lots and where they were commuting to). It did not address what riders wanted and 
needed in terms of commuter bus service. I have heard that bus ridership is off by 60% since bus service 
from Potomac Falls moved to Wiehle-Reston.  These proposed changes would make the drop even worse. - 
The proposed schedule has some major schedule flaws.  - Addition of long-haul buses. The new schedule has 
two long-haul trips in the mornings and two more in the afternoon. It also has five trips to West Falls Church 
and only two to Wiehle-Reston. Why? Long-haul buses have their place, but they are generally less able to 
keep to the published bus timetable. Fighting the traffic into and
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out of DC makes doing so difficult.  For instance, there were EIGHT long-haul routes off schedule yesterday 
afternoon (Friday) and often as many as one dozen on other weekdays. The Potomac Falls buses are almost 
never late. Never. This is because they do not have to enter the brutal traffic to West Falls Church or into DC.  
Why would Loudoun County want to add more long-haul buses?  - Long wait between buses, especially at 
West Falls Church. For my entire time of riding Loudoun County buses, the buses have generally come every 
20-30 minutes. The new schedule, however, has some long wait times between buses. This is because that 
instead of servicing one or two locations (e.g., all the buses go to and from Wiehle-Reston now), Loudoun 
County is attempting to serve Potomac Falls with long-haul buses, West Falls Church buses, and Wiehle-
Reston buses. Loudoun County buses cannot serve three locations and do them well. As a result, buses at 
West Falls Church are as much as 40 minutes apart in the morning.  Lord help you if you miss one of the 
afternoon buses at West Falls. If you miss the 5:40 pm bus, you have to wait for the next one for 70 minutes 
(6:50 pm)! Missing a bus is not unusual, given the frequent Metro delays.  - The new buses to service 
Potomac Falls to Wiehle-Reston do not have fare boxes. In other words, riders will have to have $1 for their 
rides going and coming. How inconvenient. This will make loading and unloading the bus slower. I cannot 
imagine it is that hard to install fareboxes on each bus so that the fare can be paid by Smart Trip cards as we 
do now. Again, let me ask: are you trying to eliminate ridership totally?  Again, I write in strong opposition to 
the proposed changes. I would offer two suggestions if Loudoun County needs to change schedules.  - Ask 
riders what they want and need.  - Analyze why ridership is down.  - Have Loudoun County transportation 
staffers (even Supervisors) and staffers commute into DC by bus/Metro to get a first-hand view of what is 
going on.  Maybe trying a 70 minute wait between buses on top of the Metro delays and maybe some 
weather would be a good learning opportunity. I am not a great fan of facing a possible 70 minutes wait 
between buses when I am trying to get home to my family.

Potomac Falls

The citizens of Loudoun County need reliable bus service to a metro station (either West Falls Church or 
Wiehle-Reston) on a regular schedule (no more than every 25 minutes but preferably every 10 to 15 
minutes). Thank you for your consideration.  

Potomac Falls

3. “Long Haul” Bus Service from Potomac Falls - while long haul bus service makes sense from western 
Loudoun County, such runs into DC from Potomac Falls are hard to understand.  Such runs give almost no 
flexibility for riders regarding availability of service and at a greatly increased cost.  Missing a bus is a major 
issue.  Again, transportation resources to/from Potomac Falls should be used to feed the Metro.  Please do 
not implement long-haul bus service from Potomac Falls to DC. Use these resources to continue to support 
Metro access.

Potomac Falls
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I support the changes to the Reverse Commute route. I am a County employee and take the bus from Wiehle-
Reston East to the Leesburg Government Center. The schedule modifications as proposed will now allow me 
a choice of getting to work either at 7:45 or 8:15 a.m., which is far superior to the current schedule of an 8:32 
a.m. arrival (two minutes after the work day begins). Some days I need to be at work early, which causes me 
to drive to work and not take the bus. Now, I will not have that problem.  The elimination of a stop between 
Leesburg and the Metro station is GREAT! This additional stop when it was added this winter added 20 
minutes to my commute and caused me to not ride the bus very often. I also am appreciative of the 5:10 
p.m. departure time; the 5:05 p.m. departure time was cutting it a little too close of the end of the day, and I 
often had to leave work before 5 p.m. to ensure I could make it to the bus on time.

Reverse Commute

As a regular rider of the Reverse Commuter rider, the 6:30am bus leaving Wiehle-Reston as it runs today and 
is proposed is perfect for me and others to get to our jobs in Ashburn by 7am, and I would not change it.  If 
on a day Metrorail acts really badly, I am concerned though about missing this bus and waiting for the next 
one as proposed 55 minutes later at 7:25am and being nearly an hour late for work.  Any way to make the 
proposed 7:25am to leave at 7:05am or 7:10am so there is a shorter frequency gap on average? If no change 
above is possible, two other bus options from the *north* side parking garage bus bays of Wiehle-Reston 
Metro, and this is for everyone if miss any LC Transit bus with a long wait or after the last bus of the day 
including on weekends: 1. Silver Line Express bus, non-stop to Dulles Airport, every 15-20 minutes (best 
frequency during rush hours), cash only fare of $5. 2. If not as pressed for time, the Fairfax Connectors 
981/983 service also runs every 20 minutes to the airport for $1.75, but a longer 35 minute trip with two 
stops and through traffic lights. Once at Dulles Airport, a cab can be hailed at any time without wait, to 
continue the journey into Loudoun, which on the other hand taxis are scarce even during peak hours I found 
on a recent rush hour check from the Wiehle-Reston north garage side Kiss and Ride lot. 
I have no other concerns about the proposed Reverse Schedule, looks like the afternoon schedule is still the 
same at least to Verizon Ashburn, and the only changes proposed are for the morning schedule.

Reverse Commute

I wanted to take the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes to the reverse commuter bus 
schedule.  While I am pleased with the additional bus service to the Government Center from the Wiehle-
Reston station in the morning, and the elimination of the stopover at the CFC in the afternoon, I wish to ask 
for consideration for a bus that takes us to the Government Center closer to the start time of most work 
schedules, which begin at 8:30 AM.  Thanks so much for offering commuter bus services to the county and its 
employees.  It has truly made my decision to come work for the county much easier to make.

Reverse Commute
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It is an excellent idea and I support it fully. The PM line would be great for the laggards who are delayed due 
to longer hours at work or due to Metro delays (as happened to me yesterday). 

Reverse Commute

Received a call from a user of the Reverse Commute service from Weihle to the Loudoun County 
Government Center – she said that she LOVES the draft schedule!

Reverse Commute

Telos Bus Service.  More buses are needed for this route in the peak am hours so that commuters affected by 
the cancellation of Tysons Corner Service can make it to work by 8:30 AM. Same comment for the trip home 
from the Wiehle Ave Reston station. More buses will be needed in the 4 o’clock hour. Thank you.

Telos

I would be willing to pay more but that bus service is essential to me. It dosent make any sense to take a 
metro from Weile to Tysons...its too close of a trip. You would have to take a bus to To Whiele...then the 
Metro To Tysons and then another shuttle to my place of business. 3 different busses instead of 1. Thats very 
diffcult. Just raise the fare but please do not eliminate the Tysons bus. Maybe do less trips or something.  
been riding this for 5 years

Tysons

I have been taking this bus since it started and have only seen it become more popular. The proposed 
changes will discourage commuters to take the shuttle/metro as it will mean that we will need to have 4 
hops prior to reaching the final destination: Car to Park and Ride, Shuttle to Wiehle, Metro, Shuttle to 
Tysons.  This is an extreme decision and will certainly adversely impact the ridership and the congestion on 
Route 28 and Toll road.  PLEASE DO NOT ELIMINATE THE SERVICE.

Tysons
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I'm writing to express my disapproval with the new proposed schedule.  Before going into detail on why I'm 
upset with the proposal, I'd like to say that I feel like I'm a puppet and that your explanations ring hollow.  
One of the reasons provided for shifting traffic away from Wiehle/Reston and to West Falls Church is to 
lighted the burden/congestion there.  The schedule was created knowing what the traffic and congestion 
would be.  You should have known how many bus lines Fairfax County had coming into Wiehle and you knew 
how many Loudoun proposed.  Further, as a rider who comes into Wielhe, I don't see the congestion you are 
talking about.  It's no worse (and maybe better) than it ever was at West Falls Church, before Wiehle ever 
opened.  There didn't seem to be any concern about relieving the congestion at West Falls Church. If it was 
your intention to re-open West Falls Church, this could have been conveyed in a more open manner; this 
seems opaque and contrived.  Regarding the new schedule, the morning one doesn't seem all that disruptive 
from the current schedule, but the proposed afternoon schedule is a train wreck (if you'll excuse the 
expression).  There is a 5:40 bus and then a 6:50 bus in the early evening -- why the 1:10 difference, and then 
only 25 minutes until the next one, at 7:15?  There was a similar unfairness in the current afternoon 
schedule, which was only fixed recently.  They are now 25 minutes apart, but before that there were 15-20 
minutes spaces between some runs, and 39 minutes between others.  I would like the new schedule to be 
more evenly spaced apart, rather than punitive to those who can't get to West Falls Church in time to make a 
bus.  Have you considered returning to the old afternoon West Falls Church schedule, the one utilized before 
Wielhle opened.  Please rethink your proposed schedule.  It seems to be aimed at those who leave earlier or 
later; those in the middle are jammed.  Also, I would like a more complete explanation of the 
schedule/location change.  The one provided does not seem completely truthful; it may be but if so, it needs 
to be better stated.

Tysons

The Tysons bus service is my only way to get to work everyday.  Please do not eliminate it.  You should 
increase the fare and see how it works first.

Tysons

Let me take this opportunity to thank you for having Tysons Express Service.  I have benefited immensely 
from the service. It has improved my overall well being and made me healthy. I did not realize driving can 
cause such a stress on the person.    I am sorry to hear the Tysons service is planned for elimination. I 
understand the initial funding and reason for the service being in place. Since the service is turned out to be 
beneficial to all those who are using , I pray that you will make every effort to continue the service. I am 
ready to pay more, if that is the issue.  If it is financial issue, I hope, you will give a try to have a reduced 
service with increased fare, even if it is for a test period.  As a person who has benefitted from the service, I 
wish Loudoun Transit  all success in all its future programmes.

Tysons
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I was very shocked to read today that the bus service I have used since September of 2010 will be eliminated 
soon. While I was aware of the fact that there would be ongoing changes to the service, I never felt it would 
be dropped entirely.  This is probably one of the most popular routes in terms of ridership, with many of the 
5-7 PM busses leaving Spring Hill station with 10-15 passengers forced to stand. I feel that with a few small 
changes, this route could be made profitable.  These are my thoughts: 1. Increase the fare- Everyone knows 
that the $3 per trip is low. It should be brought up to $4 or $5 per trip.  2. Discontinue Low Volume Routes- 
Some of the very early or very late routes could be discontinued. Some of these routes average only 5-10 
riders per trip.  3. Reducing Pick Up and Drop off Points- Eliminating one or more pick-ups or drop off points 
could (example, Broadlands #2).  I would greatly appreciate your thoughts.   The Tysons route is much more 
than a way to get to work for me. I have made many good friends on the bus, and the stress relief from not 
having to drive through this traffic has lowered my blood pressure, and improved my life. The new schedules 
do not appear to provide a solution for me. I would need to begin driving the full route myself, and probably 
move back to Fairfax County.

Tysons

I have been taking the bus service to Tysons Express for the past 2 years and it's very helpful for me and 
others who live in this county.  Most of the times, its hard to get a place in the bus because of the crowd. I 
travel to Jones branch drive and its most convenient to me. If this service is stopped, it adds additional 30 
min to our commute.  Please keep Tysons Express service continue as usual as there are lot of people who 
take this commute. Please think about increasing the fare instead of cancelling it.

Tysons

It is a great deal at the current price.  Since the price of taking the new bus plus the Silver Line will increase 
the commuting cost anyway, I think the ridership will accept an increase. 

Tysons

Have you considered raising the fair to say $5 each way? It would still be more economical then driving and 
will hopefully fund keeping the route. The proposed schedule will mean I will no longer use the bus/metro as 
it is too inconvenient. And will opt to purchase a second car. 

Tysons

Please consider other options like 1. Decreasing the frequency,  2. Increasing the price / fare of commute. Tysons

I like the recommended changes to stop Tysons service and instead add trips to The Reston Metro from 
Leesburg.  I wish the the proposed changes were in effect from day 1 of the Silver Line opening.

Tysons
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Thank you for allowing feedback on the proposed significant changes to the regional bus system. I see the 
Tysons Express bus route, which I sometimes take, might/will be replaced by bus service to and from the 
Wiehle-Reston metro station. I like this idea as it offers more flexibility for navigating around the Tysons 
area, even though the total cost for me will be higher.  But I also saw in the proposed route that there are 9 
return trips scheduled from the Wiehle-Reston station to Sycolin Road in Leesburg, with the last bus arriving 
around 9:20 PM.   I'm guessing this is a typographical error in the schedule? Can someone please confirm 
whether this is correct? I *love* this flexibility as it would mean not having to stress about missing the bus, 
but I suspect the times and number of routes are not correct.

Tysons

Hello, I have been using the express bus to Tysons for the last 4 years since the service began. It is really 
improved my quality of life as I get to read the Wall Street Journal every morning and have a stress free 
commute to work every morning and evening. The service has been excellent with on time bus arrival and it 
has helped to keep so many cars off the road for many years.  There are so many folks from my office that 
take the bus and it will be a shame to see the service being eliminated. Freddie Mac also just started 
subsidize the bus fare to work and hence this was very beneficial. I also suspect that there will be more folks 
from Freddie Mac that will start to take the bus since it is being subsidize effective May.  As such, we please 
beg you that you don’t cancel the service. We are willing to pay a higher amount for the service too.  I am 
willing to pay $5 each way since it is still cheaper to ride the bus than to drive on the greenway, gas and wear 
and tear on the car. Thanks for your consideration.

Tysons

Please dont stop bus service to Tysons.  I have $800 on my smarttrip card and if there is no bus, I will not be 
able to use those funds either. Taking the train to work is not a good option as I will have to take the bus 
then take the train and then take a bus again to Freddie Mac  and that is going to take more than an hour to 
get to work. Not a workable solution and I will be forced to drive.

Tysons

I was recently made aware that you are considering stopping bus service from Ashburn to Tysons Corner.  
While I understand the rationale behind this decision, it would become so inconvenient that I would likely 
stop using public transportation and begin driving again.  I know that there are numerous colleagues of mine 
that share this view as well.  My company (Freddie Mac) will start offering its employees a 50% voucher to 
use public transportation on 5/15 to promote its use.  For me to drive to the bust stop, take the bus to 
Reston, take the train to Tysons, and then take another bus to my workplace would likely take longer than 
just driving in the first place.  I request that this bus service stay in place until the rail extension is made into 
Ashburn.

Tysons
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I recently received notice from the Dept TCI Rideshare in Loudoun County outlining proposed changes to the 
current Local Loudoun Commuter Bus.  Let me begin my sharing my disappointment and concern regarding 
the phase to eliminate service of the Loudoun Bus service from Leesburg to Tysons and replacing it with the 
suboptimal proposal to operate shuttles from Leesburg to Wiehle-Reston East.   I am a regular 5 work day 
commuter from  Leesburg to Tysons since 2009 and have worked around the multiple reduction of services 
due to the various phases of the Metro project.   Let me inform the decision makers of this project that a 
major factor when I purchased my home in Loudoun County was my understanding that the County would 
maintain commuter buses to Tysons until at least the Silver Line metro would be completed.  Now my 
assumption (which I now see was incorrect) was that the completion was to Ashburn not Wiehle-Reston.   
 Had I known that the County’s assumption was to eliminate the most direct form of public transportation 
service from my home to work, and thus forcing me to drive into work, I would have reconsidered my 
decision to purchase in Loudoun County.   I am in complete and total DISAGREEMENT with the proposed 
elimination of service to Tysons from Leesburg/Ashburn.  I would like for you to reconsider the proposal 
based on the following observations:  1. Ridership:  My observations are that ridership is quite high from 
Leesburg/Ashburn to Tysons and continues to increase.  I often notice that many times riders are left 
standing in the both to and from commutes.   Prior to the opening of the Tysons/Springhill metro, the County 
replaced the big Tysons Express commuter buses with smaller shuttles.  Given the high ridership; those 
shuttles are not used anymore but the County went back to the larger commuter buses for all 
Leesburg/Ashburn to Tysons schedules.   Let me also note that even without the new ridership of Metro 
commuters, the smaller shuttle buses were not sufficient for the riders directly from Leesburg/Ashburn to 
Tysons and leaving many riders standing and even turning away riders once the shuttles filled up.   This leads 
me to think that even if the ridership of the Leesburg/Ashburn to Tysons is separated from the Metro riders, 
the shuttle service to Tysons directly would remain full and is in fact working.  I am certain that there is 
enough ridership to maintain the Leesburg/Ashburn to Tysons filled.  2. Inconvenience: The 

Tysons
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I oppose the unwarranted elimination of this service for several reasons: (a) the Tysons Bus service helps to 
serve many office-goers to Tysons Corner area (Freddie Mac, USA Today, Kaiser Permanente and others) 
since metro rail does NOT service these locations that are few miles away from Tysons Metro stop.  (b) If 
Tysons Bus service is eliminated with the assumption that commuters will take bus(Ashburn-Reston) - 
train(Reston to Springhill Metro) - bus (Springhill Metro to local Tysons offices), then this is a totally 
misguided thinking given the practical time/cost for this commute.  (c) More importantly, the Tysons 
service bus runs at full capacity (even people standing during certain runs) to reach offices beyond the 
Springhill Metro stop.  These several hundred office goers will be greatly inconvenienced with elimination of 
this bus service and may end up clogging the already congested Dulles Toll Road.  Please retain this Tysons 
Bus service in the best interest of Loudoun county commuters and local environment.

Tysons

Who can I appeal to, to voice my concern related to the proposed elimination of the bus route from Loudoun 
County (Harmony, Leesburg, Goose Creek, Ashburn) to Tysons Corner?  This route has been in place for years 
and has established riders, NOT only government employees who are dependent on the Silver Line.  
Rerouting commuters from one city to another, i.e., Tysons to Wiehle will create frustration.  It is 
inconvenient and will certainly increase the cost of commuting, not only in terms of real dollars, but time, 
which is also an expense….and none of this makes sense in today’s economy.  It seems to me, decisions are 
continuously based on the assumption commuters are government employees only; however, there are 
many folks in Loudoun County that do not work for the government and as such rely on the bus to get them 
to Tysons and back home. I have blind copied other commuters in this email so they are aware of this plan 
and have the same opportunity to voice their concern so the real impact of this proposed route change is 
realized and doesn’t move forward.

Tysons

This is related to the proposed elimination of the bus route from Loudoun County  Broadlands to Tysons 
Corner?  We are more than 20 people who daily travel from Ashburn to Tysons as our work places are near 
and around Tysons, we don’t take silver line.  Rerouting commuters from one city to another, i.e., Tysons to 
Wiehle will create frustration.  It is inconvenient and will certainly increase the cost of commuting, not only 
in terms of real dollars, but time, which is also an expense….and none of this makes sense in today’s 
economy.  It seems to me, decisions are continuously based on the assumption commuters are government 
employees only; however, there are many folks in Loudoun County that do not work for the government and 
as such rely on the bus to get them to Tysons and back home.

Tysons
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justify metro use by reducing transit from Loudoun County.  Does Loudoun County not want more cars off 
the road?  The roads are already bad enough going through waxpool because we all want to avoid paying the 
Greenway outrageous fees.  Thus it would seem in the best interest of the county to keep cars off the road 
by encouraging the public transportation, not eliminating it.  There are several people that I live around who 
want to use Loudoun County transit, but don’t want to waste their time and endure extreme weather.  Now I 
have to also leave work even earlier in the day to get home at the same time with this new proposed change 
and pay more than the actual cost to commute and save time.  Please do not eliminate Tysons Shuttle.  This 
is a valuable asset for so many residents and it keeps people like me off the roads and eases congestion.

Tysons

I have been riding this bus for 5 years and rely on it greatly.  Where I understand the challenges the county 
has to provide the appropriate transit solution for everyone,  it is very hard to except this change as it leaves 
no other way for most of us to get to work without driving.  With the cost of the toll roads and gas, driving 
will mean a $4,000 annual cost to my commute.  It is likely that I would need look for another job as a result.  
I know I am not alone in this concern.  The whole idea seems counter to the mass transit goals and frankly a 
myopic view of the ridership (Eastern Loudoun advantage verses the Western Loudoun residents).  Please 
reconsider this solution because ultimately you will be making the traffic and ridership impacts worse all the 
way around.

Tysons

It looks like changes will be made for buses directly going to Tysons corner from Goose Creek and 
Broadlands. I would like to bring to your notice that it only increases our commute time and encourages us 
to use toll road which is not good.  For most of us working in Tysons which has the largest number of 
employers after DC, this bus is of great advantage.  If money is the issue, please go ahead and increase fare.  I 
strongly oppose changes cancelling direct buses to Tysons.

Tysons
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I am sorely disappointed about the proposed elimination of the Loudoun County bus transportation service. 
 Let me say it clearly:  The Tysons Express bus service has changed my life.  Yes a bit dramatic, but true.  
Cutting an hour commute in half really does change your life.  No longer do I sit in traffic only to get 
frustrated, waste gas, and add wear and tear to my car.  The bus is a stress free commuting option.  I have 
been taking the bus since its inception almost four years ago.  Over the years, I have watched as more and 
more people have started using this service. Once you’ve discovered how good the service is, you’re hooked. 
 This is clearly evident over the past year as the buses now often run at capacity.  Instead of eliminating 
service, the County should be adding additional buses.  In fact, I’ve spoken with people who are hesitant on 
taking the bus during peak times because they are already full and these individuals may not get a seat.  
Additionally, the Tyson’s bus service is extremely convenient and cost effective.  The introduction of the 
Reston Metro stop, or even the future Ashburn stop, does not alter this equation.  The Metro introduces 
more complexity and cost to the trip to Tysons.  The Metro is very limited in where it can deliver its 
passengers.  I know many people who do not consider the Metro a valid commuting option to Tysons (from 
the West) because it doesn’t get them to where they need to go.  The bus service has many more stops and 
is much more convenient.  Please continue the Tyson’s bus service even after the Metro comes to Ashburn.  
This service will continue to be used (and grow) as more and more people discover its benefits.  If Loudoun 
county truly wants to reduce traffic congestion, improve the quality of life for its citizens, and continue being 
at the top of the ‘best places to live’ lists, the Tysons bus service should NOT be eliminated.

Tysons

I realized that I should be more specific on my concerns for the AM and PM bus options, since my statement 
about the 1 hour increments was only accurate for some specific time frames associated with the bus that I 
currently ride.  AM schedule: 1. the 6:40 bus would get me into work too early based on our company 
workday  2. the 7:10 bus is slightly later than the current bus and I'll get into the office later than I do now  3. 
the next bus is not until 7:57, which is a significant delay  PM schedule: 1. The 5:10 bus from Whiele would 
be difficult to catch since it would require leaving work earlier than I do now  2. The next bus from Whiele is 
6:15, which would get me home later than I do now  Recommendations: 1. Adjust the AM schedule to have 
an additional bus between 6:40 and 8  2. Adjust the PM schedule to have an additional bus between 4:30 
and 6:30  I'm sure that you have actual ridership details from the current bus schedules for a better view of 
the most used times, but there seems to be a gap in what my experience shows for the work schedules and 
in comparison with the options provided now on the current Tyson's bus.

Tysons

Please do not cancel the bus service. This is very convenient and useful.  Tysons
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I have been an active rider from Loudoun to Tysons for the last 3 years.  If you eliminate the bus service to 
Tysons, I will commute via my car and not utilize the bus/Metro option below.  You have built a strong 
Tysons rider base who will not support your proposal below.

Tysons

The proposal to remove the Tysons comer service is a really bad idea. Tysons corner service is one of the 
services that is really working very well for the many commuters using that service. That can be shown by the 
increase in the number of people using the Tysons service. Why would you remove a service that's working 
very well? I am flabbergasted by the proposal.

Tysons

I oppose the elimination of Tyson's service and elimination of Broadlands service. For a typical commuter 
that needs to get to Tyson's area for work, with your proposed change, they would have to first catch a bus 
to go to Reston station, then they would catch Metro and then get down at Spring hill station and catch a 
shuttle. How do you think that is an improvement over current service, which is just one direct ride to 
Tysons? Most of the jobs (after DC area) for Loudoun residents are in Tyson's area and taking away this 
service shows lack of thought and would discourage future home buying in Loudoun area. People can't take 
their personal vehicle to work because of outrageous toll charged by greenway and improper planning of 
secondary roads that end abruptly forcing every body to be on Waxpool road, which is a parking lot. 
Elimination of Tyson's bus service and Broadlands bus stop leaves residents with no good options to 
commute for their daily living and force residents out of the area.  Thanks for listening.

Tysons

I would request to keep broadlands to tysons service running. Tysons
Please don't remove tysons stop, please don't cancel broadlands bus. Lot of people will get affected with this 
and 267 will be even more horrible.  Please consider ....

Tysons

I was recently informed by my colleague that there is a proposal to eliminate the Tyson’s express bus stops 
from Leesburg and Ashburn. I was emailing in this regard, as I was extremely surprised at the proposal 
considering that the buses are completely full thus suggesting that the residents are actively using this 
service. I was actually planning to send a note to laud the county for good use of tax dollars as it really serves 
the residents well and is a practical approach to people using public transport. With the proposed change 
with the buses only going to Weihle station I believe the commute to Tysons will become impractical as a 
resident would have to drive to parking lot, take the bus, then the train and then again bus to their 
workplace. If the intention is to serve the residents, this proposal would be counterproductive and only lead 
to more cars back on the road. I would have agreed with the proposal if the metro went up to 
Ashburn/Leesburg but as it currently stands the proposal doesn’t seem to a step in the right direction 
especially if the service is doing so well. I hope you consider my feedback and reject the proposal.

Tysons

Please do not cancel bus services to Tysons. Tysons
Don’t cancel bus service to Tysons. Tysons
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I have been using the Tysons bus service from the past 2 years and my stop is at 7915 Jones Branch Drive. Its 
been really convenient.  I hope you re-consider the proposal to eliminate the service.  A lot of us have been 
using this service.  Please do not eliminate the service to Tysons Corner.

Tysons

Please Don’t cancel bus service to Tysons. Tysons
I strong DISAGREE with canceling these buses to Tyson's Corner. Tysons
This route is so convenient, inexpensive and efficient.  I hate to see it end.  Sometimes the afternoon rides 
are so full, people are standing.  I will check out the alternatives, but I hope that this route stays running as 
long as possible.  Thank you for all that you do to make commuting less of a hassle than driving in traffice 
every day on Rt. Seven or paying the tolls.  

Tysons

I use Loudoun to Tysons bus everyday. It is very convenient for me and very reliable. I reach work on time 
everyday. I sincerely request not take away this service until the Loudoun metro is complete.

Tysons

Please do not eliminate the Tysons Corner Service. Tysons
I live in Ashburn and as noted from my email address I work at Freddie Mac which is located in Tysons 
Corner.  I take the bus to work and back home every day and can’t imagine any other method of commute.  
Please don’t eliminate this service!!  Things will become very inconvenient if this were to take place; and I 
speak on behalf of MANY individuals who take advantage of this service on a daily basis!  Thank you for your 
consideration.

Tysons

I am writing to provide my feedback on your proposal to end the route between Leesburg and Tysons. I 
currently use that route for work and eliminating that route would be a hardship to get to work as per your 
new proposed plan. The current Leesburg to Tysons bus service is filled with fellow workers and is very 
convenient even during the harsh winter months. Whereas, the proposed route of taking the bus to Wiehle-
Reston, taking the metro to Tyco, then taking Fairfax Connector to our destination will be time consuming, 
and will make no sense to use public transit during winter months.  Please continue this direct route from 
Leesburg to Tysons as it serves so many commuters and is very convenient.

Tysons
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I have been a routine rider of the Tysons Commuter Bus from Leesburg for several years.  As the years have 
passed, the number of passengers on the buses has increased year over year – even prior to opening of the 
Silver Line Station in Tysons.  This should indicate that not every rider is headed for the metro and not every 
rider is a government employee – inaccurate assumptions that seem to be being made in the decision to 
eliminate the bus service from Loudoun County to Tysons Corner.  Using public transportation is already 
inconvenient in terms of the rider being tied to the limitations of the bus schedule.  Rerouting those of us 
whose final destination is the Tysons Corner area through multiple stops magnifies that inconvenience.  My 
complaint isn’t with the cost – it’s with my time which is more valuable than the cost of the transfer which 
the county website disingenuously states is free with my SmarTrip; it’s not free because of the additional 
drain on my time.   Quite frankly, I am simply unwilling to sacrifice more time away from my family so I can 
get on a bus, get on the train and then get on another bus.  I can drive into work in less time.  Ultimately, if 
the direct service from Leesburg to Tysons Corner is eliminated as proposed, I will resume driving to work 
each day – which means one more driver on 7 each morning and afternoon.  In speaking to several co-
workers who also rely on this service, this will be their course of action as well – this is bad for traffic 
congestion and the environment, which are hopefully factors being considered here.   

Tysons

I am a bus commuter who take a bus from Leesburg station to Tysons. I am very concerned with a proposed 
change of eliminating the service to Tysons. Currently, it takes me less than 1 hour to commute from 
Leesburg to Tysons via Tysons Express Bus services. According to proposed changes I will have to take a bus 
from Leesburg to Reston Wiehle Metro Station, then take a metro to Spring Hill, and then take a shuttle bus 
to Jones Branch Avenue in Tysons. It adds another 30-45 minutes to my commute. I will have to start driving 
my car again if the Tysons bus service discontinues. PLEASE CONSIDER NOT TO ELIMINATE THE TYSONS BUS 
SERVICE.

Tysons

The bus service to Tysons is very critical for me. If this service is eliminated, it will add additional 50 min to 
my commute. I would request that this service continues as ususal.

Tysons

I saw proposed changes in your website. It is very disappointing to know that Tysons Service will be 
eliminated. Many of us would like to commute by Tysons bus from Goose Creek/Broadlands.  If we follow 
your proposed changes, it will be big hassle for us and take more than 20 minutes extra for one way 
commute.  I do not support these proposed changes. If money is criteria, we are okay for paying extra buck 
to save our time.  Please continue few bus services to Tysons corner directly bypassing Wiehle Ave.

Tysons

The bus service to Tysons Express is very helpful for me and rest of the community.  If this service is 
eliminated, We have to start driving  and lot people will be Toll and Green way and it will add additional 30-
40 min to our commute as well as others.  Please keep Tysons Express  service continues as usual or if 
possible add more service (as all buses are full of passengers).

Tysons
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The initial change last year when Silver Line launched created havoc on my schedule to Tysons from Ashburn.   
  Service was eliminated from Ashburn to the “other” side of Tysons, meaning Rt 7 and International.  This in 
and of itself made me walk almost a mile to my office.  I refused and physically could not do this walk in 
extreme weather.  The paths from all Tysons Metro stops from Office buildings to the stops is non existent.  
You cannot walk from Greensboro (Rt 7) down to Tysons, as it’s a suicide walk along Route 7  past 
ChainBridge.  Thus I was forced to take the Loudoun Tysons bus to Tysons Corner Metro.  Initially this was 
fine as a few buildings in the area decided to pool together to get a ride share.  Then Metro personnel 
restricted ride share buses from this stop and now only allow it at Mclean.  Loudoun Tysons bus doesn’t go 
there and its silly to walk there, might as well walk to the office.  But again, the sidewalks in extreme weather 
are not cleared and walking from highways is impossible.  Now you are eliminating it and this wrecks 
additional havoc….here is the key data of your proposed eliminations: Leave Broadlands at 6:11am, arrive 
6:30am to Reston, Fee $1.00 (18 mins), 5 min walk to Metro station (up and over tollroad), 6 min at max wait 
time if you missed train, 14 mins to Tysons plus fare of 3.60, Then .9 mile walk (15 mins) across Chain Bridge, 
along International, across Rt 7 to Gallows and International Intersection (office address is 1921 Gallows Rd).  
This walk now has already lead to several (within inches) accidents of cars running into pedestrians.  The 
above adds an additional 20-25 mins to my commute time for no $$ savings, thus I would be forced to drive, 
adding congestion on public roads in Ashburn that are already AWFUL as commuters avoid the Greenway fee 
of almost $7 one way.  Return home: Walk 15 mins to Metro (as no bus service up along Rt 7 towards 
Tollroad where you could have access to two Metro stations (Greensboro and SpringHill).  Also, no bus 
service from Tysons Corner towards my area (which would only incur an additional fee).  Building offers free 
shuttle that runs every 15 mins from building to Mclean Metro as Metro personnel will no longer allow 
commuter buses as the other stops (thus this already adds additional time and money for a further metro 
stop).  All of these factors make me NOT want to commute, nor do I see how this encourages commuting.  
My roundtrip fare to drive my own personal vehicle at 6am is only $10, for 25 mins.  If we are trying to make 
this user friendly and encourage commuting, please explain how anyone could possibly 

Tysons

The bus service to Tysons Express is very helpful for me and rest of the community.  I am taking this service 
every day for the past 3+ years.  If this service is eliminated, We have to start driving  and lot people like me 
will be in  Toll and Green way and it will add additional 30-40 min to our commute as well as others.  Please 
keep Tysons Express  service continue as usual or if possible add more service. Most of the days I come 
standing in the bus because of the crowd. Please think about increasing the fare instead of cancelling it.

Tysons
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The bus service to Tysons Express is very helpful for me and rest of the community.  I am taking this service 
every day for the past 3+ years.  If this service is eliminated, We have to start driving  and lot people like me 
will be in Toll and Green way and it will add additional 30-40 min to our commute as well as others.  Please 
keep Tysons Express  service continue as usual or if possible add more service.  Most of the days I come 
standing in the bus because of the crowd.  Please think about increasing.

Tysons

I am writing in response to the recent accouncement that Loudoun County is planning to cancel the service 
to Tysons from July.  I have been taking that bus for past 2+ years and it makes my commute to work lot 
easier. If this service is eliminated, it would add additional 30-40 mins of journey driving on TOLL or 
GreenWay not just for me but for everyone who takes this bus everyday.Please reconsider and donot 
eliminate the service. Most of the days, I commute standing in the bus just because it is the best means of 
transport for people like me residing in loudoun county.  Hoping for a positive response.

Tysons

I support keeping the Tysons Express service at it’s current level.  The proposed changes take an efficient, 
well-utilized, and reliable service and make it complicated, longer, and not nearly as useful.  The changes will 
make more sense in a few years when train service to Tysons is available from Loudoun.  I take the Tysons 
Express 4 to 5 times per week, and have done so for a couple of years. It’s great service for those of us who 
work in Tysons.  The bus seems quite popular at my place of work.  I believe the changes will decrease usage 
of the service, which hurts us all.  The proposed changes make the service much more difficult to use.  The 
multiple transfers are a hassle, but they also mean the trip will lengthen by at least 30 minutes, because I’ll 
need to leave extra time in my plan to ensure I’m at the Spring Hill and Wiehle stations in time to make my 
bus. With Tysons traffic, the Fairfax Connector runs can’t be relied on to keep to schedule.  Perhaps you can 
raise the price slightly on the Tysons Express to make it economically viable?  It is a great deal at the current 
price.  Since the price of taking the new bus plus the Silver Line will increase the commuting cost anyway, I 
think the ridership will accept an increase. 

Tysons

There has been a lot of talk this week with the ridership about the proposal to cancel the Tyson bus.  Almost 
all of the Freddie Mac people that work on Jones Branch Drive in McLean have said that they will drive to 
work if there is no longer a Tysons bus.  The response it makes no sense to drive to a bus stop in Loudoun 
and take a bus to Reston to the metro for one stop and then switch to a bus that goes to Jones Branch Drive.  
This will add at least 30 minutes to the current trip which is already 45 minutes by bus from Goose Creek to 
8250 Jones Branch Drive in McLean.  The bus from Loudoun to Tysons works well and are full so I see no 
reason why the service would be eliminated.

Tysons
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I strongly disagree with terminating the bus service for the Tysons area.  Switching to a service that now will 
mean a bus to metro to a shuttle is not comparable the the service provided today because of the time it will 
take to reach destinations in the Tysons area outside of two Metro stops.  The bus service to the Tysons area 
has been extremely useful, timely and reduces congestion through the main commuter routes to Tysons.  
The number of riders that use this service has grown since I have started using almost two years ago.  I 
believe this shows the need and usefulness of the service you are providing to residents of Loudoun County.  
Your termination of the service will surely have people, such as myself, switching back to driving for the 
commute and adding to congestion and pollution.  I do applaud the addition of bus routes from Ashburn to 
the west to the Wiehle Metro stop.  This should not be done at the expense of a dedicated ridership on 
exiting routes.  The addition of service should be the goal not the reduction of service.  Please do not 
terminate the Tysons service.

Tysons

Received a call today from a gentleman who works at Freddie Mac.  He wants to ask that we keep the Tysons 
Corner service.  Says it will had 30-40 minutes to his commute.

Tysons

The proposed changes will reduce the ridership significantly.   For a 20 - 30 mile commute we will have to 
make four stops!!  Given that Ashburn/Leesburg communities have to bear the burden of high tolls this was 
such a relief for Tysons/DC commuters.  Does Loudoun transit really consider this to be the solution for 
reducing congestion and being environmentally friendly?  This proposal should NOT BE IMPLEMENTED.

Tysons

As a regular bus passenger from Loudoun County, I am deeply concerned about the proposed elimination of 
bus services to Tysons Corner.  I have been using this service to commute to and from work for more than a 
year.  It's much more convenient and cost-efficient than driving to Tysons Corner in rush hour.  My 
commuting time is significantly reduced by 45 minutes just by taking the bus to and from Tysons.  I think it 
would be very inconsiderate and inefficient to eliminate bus service to Tysons Corner.  Eliminating this route 
would also cause even more significant traffic congestion on Route 7, which is already extremely congested. 
 You should take into consideration the traffic congestion you will increase and the sheer inefficiency of this 
proposal before you eliminate this service.  There are hundreds of people who take this bus to Tysons and 
who feel the same way as I do and I'm sure they will respond with similar concerns.  

Tysons
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I want to comment on your proposal to eliminate service to Tyson’s Corner.  This change will cause 
significant disruption to my schedule.  The buses are quite full and the service appears to be well utilized.  If 
these changes take place, I will not have to drive to the new bus stop.  Ride to the metro and change to the 
metro.  Ride the metro for two stops exit and board another bus which will take me to a transit center where 
I walk to work.  This will double the commute time from approximately 1 hour to almost 2.  This will also 
impact my cost of transportation as I have been using our company’s pretax commuting benefit and have 
established a large balance on my smart trip card which I will not be able to use.  I respectfully request that 
you reconsider the termination/change of service proposal.  Thank you very much for your time.

Tysons

I just spent OVER AN HOUR making the drive to Tysons from Ashburn that I would be forced to make – 
EVERYDAY – if you eliminate the Tysons bus service.   I left at the exact same time I would normally leave for 
the bus, yet got here 30 minutes later.    You absolutely positively cannot take away that service before 
Phase 2 of the Silver Line is complete.   It makes no sense for those of us going to Tysons.  As I’m sure others 
have told you, for those of us commuting to Tysons (in contrast to those people going into DC or other near-
in suburbs like Falls Church or Arlington) we simply are going to have to drive if you eliminate that service 
before Phase 2 of the Silver Line is completed.   That will make the already nightmarish drive from Ashburn 
to Tysons during rush hour that much worse, with hundreds, if not thousands, of additional cars on the road.    
 The substitute mass transit choice you have given us is idiotic, to say the least.   To be clear, none of us is 
going to (1) drive to the bus stop (2) take the bus to Wiehle (and pay $3), (3) take the Metro from Wiehle – 
for ONE STOP to Spring Hill – and pay a metro fare (which is ANOTHER $3) and then (3) wait up to 8 minutes 
for a Fairfax bus to take us the rest of the 1-mile journey over to Jones Branch.    That alternate route is (1) 
slower and (2) more expensive; in fact, it’s double the price.     In short, the alternate route you propose is 
slower and more expensive.   Driving is the only sensible alternative; and, as I experienced this morning, 
driving to Tysons during rush hour SUCKS, and it will only get worse as the construction progresses on phase 
2 of the silver line.  Finally, keep in mind that bike commuters like myself will no longer be able to combine 
biking with mass transit on the days we bike commute.   Doing so is not possible because bikes are not 
permitted on the metro during rush hours, as you probably know.  In short, here’s the correct the response 
to the question of whether you should eliminate the Tysons bus services: NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tysons
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Hi, I am emailing about the proposed elimination of the Tyson Express bus from Ashburn to Tysons. I believe 
the bus line from Ashburn to Tysons should still be needed with all the riders that currently take it. For the 
metro riders going to Wiehle, it may make sense but for riders to Tyson businesses it doesn’t. I calculated it 
and it would add about 45 minutes to my commute and a $1 more. Right now I get it from Harris teeter and 
get off at Freddie Mac. This take about 20 – 30 minutes. It will take me an hour or more with the added stop 
to take the metro for a few miles. It won’t be worth taking the bus anymore so I will just drive in.

Tysons

I came to know about proposed changes to cancel direct bus services to Tysons Corner and replacing them 
with connections to Whiele Ave.  This does not make any sense. It will take more time to commute to work 
and will push us to use Toll Road instead of taking bus-train-bus to reach my work place.  Only people with ot 
of time on their hand can afford this inconvenience.  I request you to continue few direct buses at least 
during rush hours to Tysons Corner.

Tysons

Good day – after careful review of the proposed changes regarding the elimination of the Tysons Corner 
service from Goose Creek it appears that there are not enough buses scheduled during peak hours going to 
Wiehle Reston in the morning and returning to Loudoun County in the evenings. There needs to be at least 3 
buses in both the 7:30 – 8:30 am timeframe  as well as the 4:30 – 5:30 timeframe to accommodate rider’s 
work schedules. Two buses in these timeframes, as depicted on this draft schedule, simply is not enough. 
Families have to contend with LCPS buses which generally run in the 7:30 AM timeframe to take their kids to 
school. Therefore at least 3 buses are needed. Otherwise how are riders supposed to make it to their jobs by 
8:30 AM. That is still an official start time for most businesses in Tysons Corner and I don’t see this fact 
reflected in the proposed draft schedule at all. Especially now that residents will be forced to take a bus to a 
train to another bus in order to get to work. This bus-train-bus combo will easily take 80-90 minutes for most 
individuals.

Tysons

Please consider increasing fare or cutting the stops around the Tysons Mall but do not eliminate the bus 
service to Jones Branch.

Tysons
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I don’t know how you can consider eliminating the Loudoun - Tyson bus.  Ridership is as strong as ever.   I 
take the 6:15AM or 7:00AM bus to Tysons almost every day and the bus is nearly full.  The return trip home, 
3:56PM or 4:26PM, are even more crowded.  Are you truly going to displace all those riders?  I’ve spoken 
with many riders and each and every one has stated that they will start driving again, if this bus is 
eliminated.  No one is willing to take 3-4 modes of transportation to get to work.  Who in their right mind is 
going to drive to the park and ride, get in line to take a bus to the Wiehle station, get out and get in another 
line for the metro (which may or may not be on time, so the wait time there is unknown), then get off at 
Spring Hill only to wait outside for another bus to come along and maybe drop you off near where you need 
to be.   It will surely take longer, not to mention the inconvenience.  That will be a lot more cars you are 
putting back on the road.  Traffic congestion will increase again and it will certainly take a toll on the 
environment.   I would seriously ask you to reconsider this proposed elimination.

Tysons

I am a regular commuter using the Broadlands Bus Service to Tysons Corner. I rely on it instead on driving as 
it is a direct bus. It saves money and time taken for commute. I do know that the 300/ 700 range buses carry 
at least 30 commuters in each bus who travel to Tysons.  Adding buses to Metro rail will only increase the 
commute time to work and I believe most of the people will end up driving to work. Using Metro rail is not a 
good option for Tysons Corner commuters. I may cease to use the bus service if this is eliminated and may in 
turn increase the vehicles on Road. I believe in the days to come, many other commuters may request 
against eliminating  this service.  The 355, 356, 357 / 754, 755, 756 are the frequent bus services that mostly 
have the Tysons commuters.  Another alternative would be to at least keep these services. 

Tysons

Myself, along with fellow riders, are very distressed with the proposed elimination of bus service to Tysons 
Corner.  These routes have made a huge difference in our commutes and elimination will drive many people 
back to their cars.  It is ridiculous to assume people will want to ride to bus to one Metro Station, ride one 
stop on the train to the next station and then take another bus to destinations in the Tysons area.  We ask 
that this decision be reconsidered.

Tysons

Good morning.  I have been riding the Tysons bus since July 2010.  It has allowed for an easy commute – 
taking the bus from Broadlands to the front door of my company (Freddie Mac).  The bus service was always 
prompt and I knew when I would be arriving at work with minimum delays.  The last bus has allowed me to 
continue to use the service even when I had to work late.  Based on the elimination of the service, it would 
make it too complicated to get to work (Drive to Goose Creek Village—Bus to Reston Metro – take Metro to 
Spring Hill—then take a bus to Freddie Mac).  That’s way too much to get to work.  I thought the Tysons 
service would be eliminated when the Metro was complete to Loudoun County.  But if  the Tysons service is 
eliminated now, I will return to driving to work.  Thanks for taking my comment.

Tysons
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As a long term resident of Loudoun County, and specifically Leesburg, I would like to comment on the 
proposed changes to the “Service to Tysons”.  My current commute involves driving my vehicle from my 
home in Leesburg to the Leesburg transit center off of Sycolin Road followed by the Tysons Bus Service 
directly to my employer’s doorstep.  Under the proposed changes, my commute would require that I add 
two additional transfers to my commute.  First, I would need to transfer from the Leesburg to Wiehle-Reston 
East bus onto the Silver Line metro to Springhill.  Then I would need to transfer at Springhill to the Fairfax 
County 423/424 which would then drop me off in front of my office.  The net result is that I go from two 
transportation services (my vehicle, and Leesburg to Tysons bus) to four transportation services (my vehicle, 
Leesburg to Wiehle-Reston East bus, Silver Line to Springhill Metro, Fairfax Connector 423/424 bus).  Since 
the distance covered is virtually unchanged, the impact to me is significant additional transit time due to 
connection wait times.  I assume there would be additional cost as well, but that is secondary.  It already 
takes significantly less time for me to drive from my home in Leesburg to my employer than it takes for me 
to use the current Leesburg to Tysons bus service – but I do it for the convenience.  Under the proposed 
changes I would have no choice but to stop using public transportation and use only my personal vehicle 
because the increased transit time would be unacceptable.

Tysons

This email is to bring to your attention that the proposed change/eliminate of  “Service to Tysons Corner” 
from Ashburn will impact a lot of commuters. From my personal opinion, I strongly oppose this change.  In 
fact just to come 19 miles from home, I have to do 4 hops prior reaching to destination.  4 hops prior to 
reaching the final destination: Car to Park and Ride, Shuttle to Wiehle, Metro, Shuttle to Tysons.  Please do 
the needful.

Tysons

I did not understand how you guys wants to make our lives better by cancelling Tysons buses. It does not 
make any sense at all. More over, it will encourage us to drive on toll road and make it more congested.  In 
order to go to Jones branch drive, I need to take Connection to Wiehle ave, then metro and then another 
Fairfax connector bus.  Does this makes any real sense. (My common sense says this is the dumbest 
proposal).  Please do not make any changes. 

Tysons
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current commute to Tysons for myself leaves me almost 1 block from my office and a few miles from my 
home.  Now, you are proposing that to take public transportation I would have to start my commute with 
driving to the Wiehle shuttle then taking the Metro from Wiehle to Tysons and then taking a Fairfax 
Connector from Tysons to work.  This would leave very little room for coordination if I were to miscalculate 
the timing of any leg of my trip or if any delay would occur I have a high probability of being late to work or 
worse even, being stranded at any point my transit.   This by far is the most incontinent form of 
transportation.  3. Cost:  Currently, my commute is efficient and low cost at $3 per trip or $30 per week.   
Now, Metro fare from Wiehle-Reston to SpringHill peak time is $3 and added cost for the shuttle from 
Leesburg to Wiehle is unknown and would make the commute much more costly than what it is currently, 
even if the Fairfax Connector is free.  4. Environment: Due to the added cost and additional inconvenience of 
taking bus/metro and shuttle to work instead of the current single shuttle service to Tysons.  I would be 
forced to drive into work and thus making the work commute worse for current drivers.  Today I can proudly 
say I am a public transportation commuter and reducing my carbon footprint, not with the new proposal.  I 
do suggest the following alternatives until the Metro to Ashburn/Leesburg is complete: 1. Maintain the 
current bus schedule and service until the Metro is complete to Ashburn/Leesburg stops.  2. Reduce the 
number of bus runs to/from Leesburg/Ashburn from/to Tysons.  3. Increasing the fares up to the value the 
Leesburg/Ashburn to Tysons commuter would spend based on the increased commuter cost of taking Metro.  
 I would think that the tax payments from Tysons commuters would help incentivize the County to maintain 
the most efficient mode of transportation offered.  I would also think that the County would work to find the 
best solution to benefits its community while the Metro project remains incomplete.   I would not expect the 
County to implement changes that would in fact harm or inconvenience its community to where commuters 
like myself would come to regret settling on a house in this county.    I would like for you to reexamine your 
decision and propose a solution that will be more viable to commuters like myself.

Tysons

It looks like direct bus to Tysons corner will be eliminated. As a commuter, I need to use Bus-Train-Bus to 
reach my work place and it will take extra time.  I am wondering who made this decision? It does not make 
any sense at all.  If County is desperate for money, please increas e fare by a dollar which is okay for us rather 
than taking this proposed route.  Please think sensibly before making any decisions.  I am sure that ton of 
people willbe opposing this idea.

Tysons

Loudon – Tysons bus service is so convenient for me and my wife, I request you continue to provide this 
service.  Without the bus service, I am afraid we will have no other option but to drive as we have kids and its 
not possible for a combo ride of shuttle and metro.

Tysons
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I just wanted to let Loudoun County know how disappointed I am to hear of the proposed elimination of the 
Loudon Tyson's bus service.  One of the reasons I choose to use public transportation is for convenience. The 
fact that the bus picks up from one stop and drops me off at my work location without having to transfer to 
another bus or the metro line is a huge savings in time. If the Tyson's bus line is eliminated, I have no 
intentions of having to use 3 forms of transportation in order to get to work. The most disappointing part of 
this is viewing the proposed shuttle bus service from the Wiehle Ave. Metro to the Broadlands. One bus 
every 30 mins?  Not interested in waiting up to 30 mins for another bus if I get off the Metro too late 
to board the current bus.  I don't understand why the service is being eliminated.  Loudoun has buses that go 
directly to the District, even though the metro goes into DC also. I am asking Loudoun county to reconsider 
this proposition. Many riders are very happy with this service due to the convenience and comfort.

Tysons

The elimination of Tysons Corner service will protested by people using the service. This service is being used 
by lot of people working in the tysons area. The use of this service is economical, environment friendly and 
reduces congestion on the road. The buses are usually full and the fare should be able to pay for the running 
cost of these buses. If required  fares can be increased to support these services.The companies in tysons are 
encouraging public transport by compensating half of the fares to their employees to reduce parking issues 
in tysons area. If these services are eliminated then we would have to changes 2 buses and 1 train to reach 
the same destination .This will significantly increase the commute time and is not feasible . It will result in 
people going  back to commute in their cars. This service is one of main drivers  for people working in tysons 
area to move to loudoun county.  I would request you to find an alternate solution and not eliminate this 
service. 

Tysons

I request you to keep the bus service from Tysons Corner.  The suggested or availably of Public transport is 
not convenient and folks will prefer to drive instead of changing shuttles to Metro and from metro to work . 
The other public transport options doesn’t offer any time or cost advantage to folk over driving. The silver 
line to Loudoun is not complete yet. The market that bus service has built for the public transport will be lost 
to driving.   Please consider other options like 1. Decreasing the frequency,  2. Increasing the price / fare of 
commute.

Tysons
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I am writing with great concern over the upcoming changes to the Tysons Bus Service that has been provided 
to the Leesburg and Ashburn areas since 2010.  Removing the bus that goes directly into Tysons Corner will 
have major impacts on all those commuters who have been depending on this service for the past 5 years.  
The new schedule would require riders to take a bus to Reston-Wiehle, then a metro train to Spring Hill, then 
a bus again to their destinations in Tysons.  This becomes two buses and a train, which can become a longer 
commute and a higher expense for most riders.  I believe these changes will result in a large percentage of 
these commuters getting back in their cars and driving the Greenway/Toll Rd into Tysons every morning and 
evening rush hour, which contradicts all of the original intentions of bringing commuter services to Loudoun 
County.  While it has been understood that the Tysons Bus Service was to be in place until a Metro option 
was available in our community, there actually is no metro station yet in Loudoun.  Therefore, it is my 
opinion that the upcoming changes will take away a relied upon and heavily used service but do not provide 
an equitable and reasonable substitute.  I thank you for your time to read these comments, and hope you 
will take them into consideration.

Tysons

I have relied on the Loudoun Tysons express for the last few years. At its start it dropped me right at my 
place of work Rt. 7 (Tyson’s Mall area). Then that route changed causing me to have to take a Fairfax 
connector to get the Loudoun County Bus. With this change I will have to get a bus, to a train, to a bus. I of 
course would like to see the Tysons connector continue. If that cannot be accomplished adding more buses 
the run from Leesburg Park and Ride to Reston between the 6:50am  and 8am  as well as vice versa between 
Reston and the Leesburg park and ride between 5:10 and 6:10 would help somewhat. Unfortunately, if the 
changes stay as proposed I may be forced to drive my own vehicle as I have heard many say over the last few 
weeks.

Tysons

This is related to change in Bus Service from Loudoun. I catch the bus from Goose Creek to Freddie Mac and 
change in service will not only add to the cost but also commute time. For me it will make sense to drive to 
work rather than taking 4 different modes of transportations one way every day to reach the work.  I will 
appreciate if you continue the existing bus service as it is convenient and ridership is high too. Changing 
these bus services won’t equate to riders start using Metro but will add more cars and traffic on the road. 
Please do not change bus service.

Tysons

Please keep Tysons bus service that we love so much.  It will take too long to go to Tysons with unloading 
and loading on a Fairfax Connector because that's 3 modes of transportation to get to work instead of one, 
the bus.  If we catch a bus to the metro, take metro, and catch a connector bus to work, it will add at 
minimum 30 minutes to an already too long commute.  It's also just physically too hard to get to three 
different modes of transportation twice a day.  I'm afraid I may need to go back to driving if the bus is 
eliminated.  Thank you for the consideration.

Tysons
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Please do not cancel this bus service!! There aren't any Fairfax buses that run by my stop (according to the 
links you provided). Even if there were, the elimination of this service would increase my commute time by a 
significant amount due to having to take two buses and a train to work and back each day. The cost of my 
commute would go up as well. For the increased cost and time involved I would come out just as well, if not 
better, driving to Tysons instead of utilizing public transportation. Especially since the silver line has already 
pushed back their construction by another year!!!  My work location has plenty of free parking, so that's not 
an issue. I can take route 7 into McLean and by-pass the toll roads too.  If this bus route goes away I'll start 
driving to Tysons Corner and I'll by-pass the toll roads for the same time/money, or less, than if I take two 
buses and a train. I'm sure I'm not alone. Time is money, and with this economy every bit helps. Are you 
willing to loose revenue, and raise our taxes to make up for the loss, just to cancel this service?  I sincerely 
hope not.

Tysons

I was very disappointed to discover that you are planning to discontinue service to Tysons on July 1.  The 
proposed alternative of bus-train-shuttle is not only prohibitively longer / more difficult, but more 
expensive.  This change effectively eliminates the public transportation alternative, and I will be forced to 
drive after 5 years of bus ridership.  (In the past 2 days my wife and I have actively started looking for houses 
outside of Loudoun County; closer to Tysons.)  When the federal government paid for the initial service, it 
was with the intention of building ridership for the silver line.  The reason they had stops throughout Tysons 
was because they realized that it was the destination for a large number of eventual silver line commuters - 
not just a point at which to catch the train to elsewhere.  By eliminating this service, you are essentially 
wasting that investment.  This service should be continued (and expanded) until the silver line reaches its full 
length, when the train-shuttle alternative is available (and only moderately less convenient).  Before the 
silver line changes, the bus had solid ridership, particularly during peak periods.  (After the changes, the 
buses were so full, many Tyson's riders were pushed off.)  Current Tysons ridership should not be used to 
determine the demand for this service.  If these routes are too expensive to maintain in the current format, 
changes should be considered to use cheaper buses and increasing the fairs.  These options should at least 
be attempted, rather than eliminating them without seeing if they can be cost neutral.  (Considering the 
amount of money wasted on resurfacing roads that don't need it, building curbs to roads that don't exist, 
and building bridges to subdivisions that don't yet exist, I would think public transportation would be a 
higher priority investment.  Given the amount of investment in transportation infrastructure in this region, I 
would think eliminating bus service would be counter-productive).   Please consider continuing to service 
Tysons for the next 2 years until the silver line matures.  One separate note:  I'm not certain where people 
are going to park at the Dulles Town Center.

Tysons

Please continue the the service till the Phase 2 of the Silver Line Metro Rail is complete Tysons
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I am writing to express my dismay with the proposed elimination of the Tysons Corner bus service. I was 
under the impression all these years that the Tysons Corner service would be eliminated once the Loudoun 
Silver Line Metro stations were opening. That date is not scheduled until 2019. To eliminate the service 3-4 
years prematurely would be a show of false advertising and promotion. With the construction of the 2nd  
phase extending from Fairfax County into Loudoun county, I thought a Transportation Study had been 
conducted to help ease road congestion. Ridership will certainly take a sharp decline if you provide existing 
commuters with the option of elongating their commute by taking a bus, to the train, to an additional bus. 
This proposed service elimination certainly does not support the original mission of this project which I was 
led to believe, based on the advertisements, was to help ease road congestion. You will inevitably send 
Tysons Corner commuters back into their cars for their daily commute into Tysons Corner.

Tysons

Bottom Line Up Front:   If the new Potomac Falls proposed schedule is adopted you will lose yet another 
rider.  I can handle the AM proposed schedule runs to either West Falls Church or Wiehle-Reston East Metro 
Stations but how am I supposed to get home!?  The way the return schedule is you have to make a decision 
to either board the orange line or the silver line and then hope you have enough time to make the bus.  If 
metro should stop (as it does often) for any length of time and you miss a bus you have one hour and 5 
minute wait (#902 – 4:10 PM, 5:15 PM)  or one hour and 10 minutes (#902 – 5:40 PM, 6:50PM).  If you miss 
the Wiehle Bus you have one hour and five minute wait (#904 4:30PM- 5:35PM).  Bus 87X - Dulles Town 
Center to Wiehle (new park and ride). I then looked at the 87X schedule which will go every 25 minutes 
directly to Wiehle as an option.  It would be a great option for me except it starts at 8:05AM!  That really 
doesn’t work for most commuters.  I’m happy this bus runs all day and Saturday- that is a huge plus but I 
highly recommend this bus start at 5AM or 6AM at the latest.  The only option Loudoun County  
Transportation Office has left me with if this new proposed schedule is adopted is to drive my vehicle to 
Whiele-Reston and pay $4.85/day or go back to driving to work in Arlington.  This proposed schedule in my 
mind is taking the County’s transportation backwards. I can tell you no one on the 5:18 AM  bus I take from 
Our Lady is Hope this morning is happy with the proposed schedule.  I didn’t take mass transit yesterday but 
I heard everyone was talking about it (complaining) on the Tuesday PM bus too. Please reconsider.  The 
citizens of Loudoun County need reliable bus service to a metro station (either West Falls Church or Wiehle-
Reston) on a regular schedule (no more than every 25 minutes but preferably every 10 to 15 minutes). Thank 
you for your consideration.  

Potomac Falls
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Mounier, Paul

From: Justin B. Schor <jbschor@mjwells.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2015 6:51 PM
To: Mounier, Paul
Cc: Galen, Judy; DEPT-TCI-TRANSITCOMMENTS; Michael Caplin 

(macaplin@tysonspartnership.org); msmith@tysonspartnership.org; Justin B. Schor 
(jbschor@tysonspartnership.org)

Subject: Greetings from Tysons!

Hey Paul, 

I hope this email finds you well and well settled into you role as Loudoun County’s new Transit Manager. Belated 
Congratulations on that! 

As you may know, Wells + Associates is under contract with the Tysons Partnership to help manage TyTran.  In our 
capacity managing TyTran we were recently made aware by one of our clients (Freddie Mac) about the changes to the 
Tysons Corner Commuter Service that Loudoun County has been running.  

We understand that the Tysons bus service was started and funded by the Megaproject (TMP) during Phase 1 
construction of the Silver Line Metrorail. We also understand that the plan has always been to cease service to Tysons 
when the funding was eliminated with the start of Silver Line Phase 1 Metrorail service. Our concern is that the number 
of transfers required for people to use the Silver Line at Whiele to get to Tysons from Loudoun County will be 
inconvenient and likely lead to them going back to driving.  

It’s with that background in mind that I have a few questions for you: 

1) How much would you need to charge riders to continue the service as is?
2) If current riders were willing to pay that fare, would you be willing to continue it?
3) If so, has there ever been a survey of current riders asking whether they’d be willing to pay that full fare to have

the service continued?
a. If so, could you share the results of that survey with us?

4) If such a survey was not implemented would you be open to TyTran administering a survey that asked current
riders whether they’d be interested in paying that additional difference or would prefer assistance forming
vanpools as a more cost effective alternative? This way we can ensure that one way or another we continue to
offer these choice riders a convenient commute choice that keeps them from driving.

5) If you’d be open to that, we are thinking we could meet riders before they get on the bus a pick up points either
in Tysons or Loudoun and give them such survey to complete.

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to set up a call to talk this through. 

Thanks in advance for your answers to these questions and any consideration to these ideas that you can give. 

Best regards, 

Justin 
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Justin B. Schor  | Senior TDM Specialist 
WELLS + ASSOCIATES 
8730 Georgia Avenue, Suite 200 | Silver Spring, MD 20910 
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